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We celebrate the graduation of thousands of SMU students as we mark the centennial year of SMU’s founding in 1911. On this unique occasion, we salute our graduates, who stand ready to take the next steps into the future. And we honor the students, faculty, parents and friends who shaped SMU’s first 100 years and laid the foundation for an extraordinary second century.
In 1911, a Methodist education commission made a commitment to establish a major Methodist university in Texas. More than 600 acres of open prairie and $300,000 pledged by a group of Dallas citizens secured the university for Dallas, and it was chartered as Southern Methodist University. In appreciation of the city's support, the first building to be constructed on the campus was named Dallas Hall. It remains the centerpiece and symbol of SMU. When the University opened in 1915, it consisted of two buildings, 706 students, a 35-member faculty, and total assets of $636,540. The original schools of SMU were the College of Arts and Sciences, the School of Theology, and the School of Music.

SMU is owned by the South Central Jurisdiction of the United Methodist Church. The first charge of its founders, however, was that it become a great university, not necessarily a great Methodist university. From its founding, SMU has been nonsectarian in its teaching and committed to the values of academic freedom and open inquiry.

Today, Southern Methodist University offers a comprehensive curriculum through Dedman College – the college of humanities and sciences – and six schools: Meadows School of the Arts, Edwin L. Cox School of Business, Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering, Perkins School of Theology, Dedman School of Law, and Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development.

The University offers over 100 undergraduate majors, Master's degrees in over 100 areas, professional degrees in two disciplines, Ph.D. degrees in 24 fields, and 30 certificate programs.

Enrollment for the Spring 2011 term was 10,595, including 5,899 undergraduate students and 4,621 graduate and professional school students. SMU students come from 49 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and 97 countries. About 73 percent of first-year students received some form of financial assistance for Spring 2011. About 25 percent of the student body are minorities; 67 percent of undergraduates and 53 percent of graduate students report religious affiliation; 16 percent are Roman Catholic, and 11 percent are Methodist. Also represented in the student body are other Protestant denominations and other religions, including Judaism, Buddhism, Islam, and Hindu.

In addition to preparing students for graduate and professional schools, or more directly for their life's work, the University strives to enhance their social, moral, intellectual, and religious development so that they may lead worthy lives as individuals and citizens of the nation and of the world.
THE HISTORY OF ACADEMIC PROCESSION AND REGALIA

The academic procession and the regalia worn by the faculty and officers of the University symbolically represent the continuing link between the modern American university and the founding of the great medieval universities in Europe – chief among them Bologna, Paris, and Oxford. As those institutions were derived from the Catholic Church, the universities adopted many of the ceremonial trappings of the church in their official public functions.

The mace of the University, a symbol of the authority vested in the president by the Board of Trustees and representing the covenant between the president and the faculty, is borne by the president of the Faculty Senate. Though the order of the procession varies from university to university, at SMU it proceeds from the Chief Marshal through the ranks of the faculty and the officers of the University to the president, who is preceded by the mace-bearer.

The caps and gowns worn in the procession also vary from place to place. There are variations in design to indicate the degrees held by the wearers, and many universities in America have introduced colorful gowns and other distinguishing details (in place of the customary clerical black from which all originated). The caps, too, vary according to the customs of the university from which the wearer received a degree. While most American universities adopted the “mortarboard” style of Oxford, others have chosen styles based on other European institutions. The color of the tassel worn with the cap may be black for any degree, or the color may be that of the faculty of the major field of learning (e.g., Arts, Engineering, Law, etc.). Persons holding doctoral degrees and governing officials of institutions are entitled to wear tassels of gold metallic thread.

Within the great varieties of styles and colors in gowns and caps, there has been one universally accepted code for the hood worn trailing down the wearer's back. Originally, it was like the hood on the habit worn by monks and very useful for protection against the weather and even for begging for alms. Nowadays, the hood through length and color shows the degree and the specialization of the wearer, and the university that granted the degree.

Through these colorful ceremonies, SMU symbolically displays the continuity of its educational purposes with the origins of organized learning in the Western world.

Thomas R. Arp
Associate Professor Emeritus of English

Lorn L. Howard
Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering
Chief Marshal Emeritus

SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY’S CUSTOM REGALIA

Candidates for degrees at SMU are robed in custom regalia, inaugurated in 2009, specially designed to incorporate SMU’s colors and symbols.

The Doctoral gown in dark blue includes velvet chevrons on each of the bell sleeves. The gown is marked by velvet panels down the front and around the neck. The front panels are embroidered in gold thread with the SMU seal, and gold braid outlines the chevrons and panels. It is cut much fuller than the other gowns and may be ornamented in color. Replacing the traditional mortarboard, an eight-sided, crimson red velvet tam with a gold silk tassel completes the regalia.
The Master’s gown, also in dark blue, has a front yolk outlined in red braid and the SMU seal is embroidered in red on the left side. Like traditional Master’s robes, gowns are arranged so that the arm emerges from a long sleeve through a slit at the wrist. A mortarboard with a colored tassel representing the discipline in which the degree is earned is also worn.

Doctoral and Master’s candidates wear hoods which are 3 ½ feet, and 4 feet long, respectively. The velvet trimming in the same order is 3 and 5 inches wide. The color of the trim identifies the faculty. A partial list of faculty colors follows: Arts, Letters, Humanities – White; Music – Pink; Business – Drab; Philosophy – Dark Blue; Engineering – Orange; Science – Golden Yellow; Fine Arts – Brown; Theology – Scarlet; Law – Purple. The lining of the hood – the portion most visible from the rear – indicates the institution awarding the degree. SMU’s hood lining is blue with a red chevron.

The Bachelor gown in dark blue has the traditional characteristics of a Bachelor robe including full front pleats, and balanced fluting. Its distinguishing characteristic is the long pointed sleeves. A red silk stole embroidered in blue with the SMU seal is worn across the shoulders. Bachelor gowns are worn with a tassel and mortarboard.

SMU’s regalia visually honor the University’s traditions and spirit which we celebrate this morning.

THE HOWARD LANTERN

The Howard Lantern is dedicated to Professor Lorn Lambier Howard, Chief Marshal Emeritus of SMU from 1978-1987, in honor of his role in shaping the traditions and protocol of SMU’s modern-day academic ceremonies. Designed in 2008 and crafted out of steel, aluminum and water glass, the lantern symbolizes the Rotunda of Dallas Hall, the University’s oldest building and centerpiece of our campus. Engraved around the base is the University’s motto, “veritas liberabit vos,” which means “the truth will make you free.” Around the top band are the words to Varsity, SMU’s alma mater. Each year during the May Baccalaureate Service, this lantern is handed down by the Senior Class President to a representative of the Junior Class, a symbolic passing of the light that sustains our University. The Howard Lantern serves as a reminder of the important traditions which make up our corporate University life and of the light of learning and intellectual curiosity which shines within the students, faculty and staff here at SMU.
ORDER OF EXERCISE

PRELUDIAL CONCERT
The Imperial Brass

THE GREAT FANFARE

Fest Fanfare
Alfred Uhl

PROCESSIONAL*

Second Suite in F-March
Gustav Holst

Cyrus the Great March
K.L. King

Olympic Fanfare
John Williams

The Gallant Seventh
John Phillip Sousa

Shepherd’s Hey
Percy Grainger

Festmarch from Tannhauser
Richard Wagner

Florentiner March
Julius Fucik

ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL

Paul W. Ludden, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Presiding
Candidates for Graduation
The Senior Union
Fiftieth Reunion Class
Representatives of the Faculties
The Platform Party

INVOCATION
Rev. Dr. Stephen W. Rankin
Chaplain and Minister to the University

NATIONAL ANTHEM
John Stafford Smith and Francis Scott Key
Imperial Brass
Led by Allison Reeves, Precentor
Candidate for degree of Bachelor of Music in Voice Performance

*The groups making up today’s procession will be introduced by John Gibson, Creative Director of University Events and Special Projects. The audience remains seated during the processional.
SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS

Fiftieth Reunion Class
Faculty and Emeritus Faculty
Board of Trustees
Retiring Faculty:*  
  Henry Lischer, Jr., retiring as Professor Emeritus of Law
  Marjorie Procter-Smith, retiring as Professor Emeritus of Preaching and Worship
  William R. Schucany, retiring as Professor Emeritus of Statistical Science
  Marion G. Sobel, retiring as Professor Emeritus of Information Technology and Operations Management
  Richard K. Williams, retiring as Professor Emeritus of Mathematics
  Charles M. Wood, retiring as Professor Emeritus of Christian Doctrine

PRESIDENT’S STATEMENT
  R. Gerald Turner  
  President of the University

INTRODUCTION OF THE SPEAKER
  President Turner

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
  John Cornyn  
  United States Senator

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES

* Doctor of Laws: Pius Nkonzo Langa
* Presented by John B. Attanasio, Dean of Dedman School of Law

SPECIAL PERFORMANCE

Csárdás “Tangos and More”  
  Michael Mclean
  Vito Gutilla and Kevin Chung, Violins
  Aaron Rose, Viola
  Martin Guerra, Cello

* Full citations for retiring faculty may be found at smu.edu/ceremonies.
CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE

Refrain from applause until all candidates have been presented.

Candidates for Doctoral Degrees

Hooded by William M. Tsutsui, Dean of Dedman College
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering
David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons
   School of Education and Human Development

Candidates for Professional Degrees

Presented by William B. Lawrence, Dean of Perkins School of Theology
John B. Attanasio, Dean of Dedman School of Law

Candidates for Master's Degrees

Presented by William M. Tsutsui, Dean of Dedman College
José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering
David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons
   School of Education and Human Development

Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Presented by William M. Tsutsui, Dean of Dedman College
José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering

THE FAREWELL

Caren H. Prothro
   Chair of the Board of Trustees

UNIVERSITY HYMN

Varsity

BENEDICTION

William B. Lawrence
   Dean of Perkins School of Theology

FANFARE

RECESSIONAL*

Imperial Brass

The Olympic Spirit

John Williams

Summon the Heroes

John Williams

*The audience remains seated during the recessional.
DALAI LAMA, Doctor of Humane Letters**

His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso, is the head of state and spiritual leader of Tibet. Recognized at age 2 as the reincarnation of the 13th Dalai Lama, he assumed full political authority in 1950 at age 15 following China’s invasion of Tibet. During suppression of the Tibetan national uprising by Chinese troops, he was forced into exile in 1959. Since then he has lived in Dharamsala, northern India, the seat of the Tibetan political administration in exile, becoming respected and renowned around the world. In 1989 the Dalai Lama received the Nobel Peace Prize for his non-violent struggle for the liberation of Tibet. He has met with world leaders in 60 countries and authored more than 70 books. In March 2011 he announced intentions to transfer his political authority to an elected leader, completing the democratic process he initiated among his people decades before. He remains the beloved leader of his people. For his lifelong leadership in promoting peace, compassion and unity among religions; for his focus on the commonality of faiths, the promotion of universal responsibility for other people’s suffering, and for his passionate attention to global environmental and social problems, Southern Methodist University is honored to confer upon His Holiness the Dalai Lama the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.

** His Holiness received his degree after delivering a special lecture on campus at SMU’s 10th Hart Global Leaders Forum at McFarlin Auditorium on May 9. He spoke to approximately 2,500 guests, primarily local high school students and SMU students and faculty, as part of the prestigious speaker series made possible by Mitch and Linda W. Hart.

PIUS NKONZO LANGA, Doctor of Laws

Pius Nkonzo Langa, former chief justice of the Constitutional Court of South Africa, has devoted his life to the support of human rights and democracy. Despite apartheid barriers, Langa earned B. Juris and LL.B. degrees from the University of South Africa. Rising from office messenger to magistrate in the Department of Justice, he became a Supreme Court advocate in 1977 and senior counsel in 1994, representing oppressed individuals and groups through the years. He was a founding member of the Release Mandela Committee and helped found the South African Legal Defense Fund. President Nelson Mandela appointed Langa as one the first judges of the post-apartheid Court. In 1997 he became deputy president of the Court and in 2005 became the country’s first black chief justice, retiring from that position 2009. He has taught at several universities, including SMU’s Dedman School of Law. For his extraordinary personal accomplishments and 40 years of leadership as a champion of human and constitutional rights, Southern Methodist University is honored to confer upon Justice Pius Nkonzo Langa the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa.

* Citations of honorary degrees awarded by SMU may be found at smu.edu/ceremonies.
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

JOHN CORNYN

John Cornyn is currently serving his second term representing Texas in the United States Senate. He was first elected in 2002 and reelected in 2008. Senator Cornyn serves on the Senate Judiciary, Finance, Armed Services and Budget committees, and he is a member of the Senate Republican Leadership. Prior to his election to the Senate, Senator Cornyn served in Texas as a district judge, a member of the Texas Supreme Court, and as Texas Attorney General. Senator Cornyn has distinguished himself as a leader in the Senate on a variety of issues important to Texans and has earned a national reputation as an articulate and powerful voice for conservative values in Washington. Born in Houston and raised in San Antonio, Cornyn graduated from Trinity University and St. Mary’s School of Law, both in San Antonio, and earned a Master of Law degree from the University of Virginia Law School. Married for 31 years to his wife, Sandy, they have two daughters.

BACCALAUREATE PREACHER

REVEREND MARK CRAIG

Reverend Mark Craig has been the senior minister of Highland Park United Methodist Church since 1995. Prior to this appointment, he was founding minister at Custer Road United Methodist Church in Plano, Texas, where he served as senior minister for 15 years. He serves on SMU’s board of trustees, and is a member of the Academic Policy, Planning & Management and the Buildings and Grounds Committees. Craig earned a Bachelor of Arts degree from Austin College followed by a Master of Divinity degree from Duke University Divinity School. He was awarded a graduate fellowship at St. Michael’s in Dumfries, Scotland, in 1972-73, and was ordained as an elder in The United Methodist Church’s Central Texas Conference in 1973. Reverend Craig and his wife, Dr. Sandra Craig, reside in Dallas and have two sons and one daughter.
MAY 14, 2011

CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL DEGREES
WITH HONORS

The students listed below have anticipated Latin Honors based upon estimated academic information. A souvenir version of the confirmed honors will be posted online at smu.edu/registrar in June.

William Wyatt Akins
William Benjamin Alexander
Laurie Nicole Arnoldy
Cameron James Asby
David Alan Bailey
Benjamin Paul Barmore
Todd Christopher Basile
Sharon Hefner Beal
Amy Elizabeth Cawthon Bellah
Sean Jarrod Bellah
Alexander Stephen Berk
Olga Bograd
Bryon Edward Boyer
Thomas Eugene Brannen
Jennifer Lauren Branson
James N. Bryan
Kimberly Ladish Burke
Christina Renee Cavener
D’Anna Conway Chance
Jane Ellen Coleman
Kendall Banowsky Coleman
David Peart Coon
Tiffany Annette Cravey
Jesse Lee Cromwell
Lawrence Gilbert Daniel
Brandon Taylor Darden
John Thomas Davis
Octavio Arturo Dominguez
Michael Joseph Dority
James Lawrence Duggins
Meagan Elizabeth Dyer
Kyle Dahlin Evans
Christine Mae Falgout
Farbod Farinia
Alexander Strautman Farr
George Marcus Fettinger
Kelly Renee Flanagan
Tara Trout Flume
David Andrew Forrest
Gary Alan Fox
Brandon Alexander Fuqua
Meredith Lee Gadberry
Jessica Greenwood
Isaac Sebastian Haas
Andrew James Hamilton
Katy Meredith Hampton
John Pinckney Harloe
Jennifer Lynn Hay
Nicole L. Hay
Kimberly Pangelinan Hemenway
Tate Louis Hemingson
David Jeffrey Hirsberg
Kimberly Elizabeth Hodgman
Bradley Ryan Holdbrook
Kenneth Hayden Hooper
Nelson Huckin Hunt
Jared Cole Inman
Jamie Lauren Jackman
Soji John
Cheryl Anita Jones
Kristin Faye Jones
Richard Alan Kamprath
Eva Kardosi
Courtney Clegg Kasper
Phillip Lee Kim
Joshua John Kowert
Betty Binh Lam
Joshua Jude Lang
E. Elizabeth Lefler
Laura Ashley Locke
Erica Dianne Lovett
Michael Andrew Lyons
Filipe Fernandes Ribeiro Maia
Sarah Seifert Mallett
Sophie Nicole Mathews
Thara Kay Mathews
Greg Patrick McAllister
Jonathon McCartney
Roy Bradford McKay
William Chase Medling
Patrick C. Miller
Kaitlan Margeen Moczulski
Jarrod James Neal
Jessica Cathryn Nelson
David Bryan Norris
Margaret Ann O’Connor
Courtney Caughey Ortegon
Jared Thomas Smith Pace
Kyle Austin Perkins
Rebekah Carrie Perlestein
Krystal A. Plonka
Elizabeth Jeanne Polk
Daryl Joel Poryok
Meera Shenoy Prabhu
Larissa Anne Prilliman
Amy Lynn Proctor
Ashley Lynn Pulliam
Monica Frugia Ramirez
Allison Amie Reddoch
Nicole Elyse Reid
Alexander Thomas Renfro
Courtney Shea Repka
James Stephen Richards
Ashley Katherine Rittenmeyer
Jody Leigh Rodenberg
Scott Lars Rogers
Pamela J. Ross, Jr.
Shellie Suzanne Ross
Eliot Louis Roth
Blake Elizabeth Sachs
Jarrett Keith Sacks
John Thomas Saint
Charles Gary Schneider
Gregory Theodus Shannon
Mitchell Reed Sibley
Lillian Bradford Smith
Robert Charles Stanulis
Ryan Davis Starbird
Aaron George Stendell
Jordan Elizabeth Stewart
Sarah Jackson Suiter
Ashley Michelle Sullivan
Kelly Maureen Sullivan
Matthew Harper Swerdlow
Corey Elizabeth Tanner
Mary Elizabeth Taylor
Lisa Maria Thomas
Scott Walker Thomas
Amanda Jean Thompson
Jaye Carson Albert Trimble
Katherine Marie Tullos
Joseph Anthony Unis, Jr.
Veronica Marie Valder
Joseph Christian Van Asten
Laurie May Velasco
Christopher Anthony Villa
Rachel Marie von Plonski
Angela Marie Vorpahl
The students listed below have anticipated honors based upon estimated academic information. These honors include Honors in Business, Honors in Liberal Arts, Departmental Distinction and Latin Honors. A souvenir version of the confirmed honors will be posted online at smu.edu/registrar in June.
MAY 14, 2011

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Timothy Paul Bowman  History
BA Texas Christian University
MA Southern Methodist University
MA University of Texas, Arlington
Adviser: Benjamin H. Johnson

Adele Leigh Caruth  Anthropology
BA,MA Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Ascertaining Ancestry From the Femur”
Adviser: Ronald K. Wetherington

Metin Ibrahim Eren  Anthropology
AB Harvard University
MA Southern Methodist University
MA University of Exeter
Dissertation: “Behavioral Adaptations of Late Pleistocene Human Colonizers in the North American Lower Great Lakes Region”
Adviser: David J. Meltzer

Michael Ryan Fisher  Anthropology
BA Texas A&M University
MA Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “The Dialogocial Construction of Tibetan-Ness: Narratives of Tibetan Identity and Memory”
Adviser: Robert Van Kemper

Ayfer Gurun  Economics
BS Middle East Technical University, Turkey
MA Michigan State University
MA Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Essays on Antidumping and Import Penetration”
Adviser: Kamal Saggi

James Reuben Haney  Statistical Science
AB Harvard University
MS University of Texas, El Paso
Advisers: Henry L. Gray, Wayne Anthony Woodward

James Leslie Kennell  Anthropology
BS Harding University
MA Southern Methodist University
Adviser: Caroline B. Brettell

Samantha Kay Martin  Anthropology
BA University of Virginia
MA University of Arizona
MA Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Hepatitis C is Like a Cold; HIV is Their Life: Perceptions of Risk and the Experience of HIV and Hepatitis C Among the Pascua Yaqui”
Adviser: Carolyn M. Smith-Morris

Meredith Lea Minister  Religious Studies
BA Union University
MTS Boston University
Adviser: Karen Baker-Fletcher

Faith G. Nibbs  Anthropology
BA University of Texas, Arlington
MA Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Refugeehood and Belonging: Processes, Intersections and Agency in Two Hmong Resettlement Communities”
Adviser: Caroline B. Brettell

Jonathan Bennett Pagliaro  Anthropology
BA University of California-Davis
MA Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Rethinking Thinking: An Ecologically Based Consideration of Contextual Diversity in Late Classic Ceramic Assemblages from the Upper Belize River Area, Belize”
Adviser: David Alan Freidel

Aditi Roy  Economics
BS, MA University of Calcutta, India
MA Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Essays on Intrahousehold Allocation and Child Health”
Adviser: Daniel Millimet
John David Seebach III  Anthropology  
BA University of Texas, El Paso  
MA Southern Methodist University  
Dissertation: “El Despoblado: Folsom and Late Paleoindian Occupation of Trans-Pecos, Texas”  
Adviser: David J. Meltzer  

Aditi Sengupta  Economics  
BA Presidency College, Calcutta  
MA Jawaharlal Nehru Technology University, India  
Dissertation: “Essays on Environmental Policies and Industrial Organization”  
Adviser: Santanu Roy  

John Jeshua Taylor-Montoya  Anthropology  
BS University of New Mexico  
MA Southern Methodist University  
MA University of Oklahoma, Norman  
Dissertation: “Cultural Transmission and Artifact Evolution During the Paleoindian Period on the Southern Great Plains of North America”  
Adviser: David J. Meltzer  

Mahesh Thakur  Geophysics  
BS Punjab University, India  
MS Indian Institute of Technology, India  
Adviser: David D. Blackwell  

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Diana Szygenda Easton  Applied Science  
BS Texas A&M University  
MS University of Alabama, Birmingham  
Adviser: Mitchell Aaron Thornton  

Hamideh Etemadnia  Civil Engineering  
BS University of Tehran, Iran  
Adviser: Khaled F. Abdelghany  

Mohamed Gharib Mohamed Gharib  Mechanical Engineering  
BS Cairo University of Egypt  
Dissertation: “Theory of Multiple Impacts and Its Application to Energy Absorption and Attenuation of Shock Induced Vibrations”  
Adviser: Yildirim Hurmuzu  

Mohammad Hendijanifard  Mechanical Engineering  
BSME Shiraz University  
MSME Sharif University, Iran  
Dissertation: “Novel Laser-Induced Pressure Measurement Technique and Laser-Induced Mass Removal Model”  
Adviser: David A. Willis  

Shivappa Parappa Gadag  Mechanical Engineering  
BS Karnatak University, India  
MSME Indian Institute of Science  
Dissertation: “Studying the Mechanism of Micromachining by Short Pulse Laser”  
Adviser: Radovan Kovacevic  

Chen-Wei Huang  Electrical Engineering  
BS Fu Jen Catholic University, Taiwan  
MSEE Southern Methodist University  
Dissertation: “An Instant-Switching Delta-Sigma Fractional-N Frequency Synthesizer with Adjustable Duty Cycles and 6-12 GHZ Wideband LC VCO”  
Adviser: Ping Gui  

Yasser Ghanbari  Electrical Engineering  
BSEE Sharif University, Iran  
MSEE Mazandran University  
Dissertation: “Feature Extraction and Classification of Neural Waveforms in Extracellular Single-Electrode, Stereotrode, and Tetrode Recordings”  
Adviser: Panagiotis E. Papamichalis  

Levent Kaan  Operations Research  
BS Erciyes University  
MS North Dakota State University  
MS Middle East Technical University, Turkey  
Dissertation: “The Vanpool Assignment Problem: Analysis and Optimization”  
Adviser: Eli V. Olinick  

16
Simon S. Mak  Applied Science
BSME Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Dissertation: “Improving Venture Investment Performance by Utilizing Bayesian Fundamentals”
Adviser: Stephen A. Szygenda

Justin Tyler Nichols  Mechanical Engineering
BS, MS University of Texas, Arlington
Adviser: Paul Krueger

Ali Tavakoli Targhi  Mechanical Engineering
BSME Sharif University, Iran
Dissertation: “Gravity Powered Locomotion and Active Control of a Family Tree of Robotic Mechanisms”
Adviser: Yildirim Hurmuzlu

Xinyu Wang  Operations Research
BSEE Tsinghua University, China
 MEM Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Algorithmic Enhancements for Computing the Frame of a Finitely Generated Bounded Polyhedron”
Adviser: Richard V. Helgason

Richard Douglas James  Engineering Management
BSM, MSM Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Strategic Outsourcing for Manufacturing Firms”
Adviser: Eli V. Olinick

Marlyn Scott Kingsley  Engineering Management
BS Thomas A. Edison State College
MS Southern Methodist University
Adviser: Richard S. Barr

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Brenna Kaye Rivas  Education
BA Clemson University
MEd Southern Methodist University
Adviser: Paige Ware

IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

Degree of Doctor of Ministry

Devendra Prasad Acharya
Project: “The Use of Selected Wesley’s Sermons in Teaching Bhutanese Refugee Christians in North Dallas”

Steven Henry Bell
Project: “Exploring Behaviors of Newly Appointed Associate Pastors and Current Senior Pastors that are Potentially Helpful”

Rebecca Dwight Frank
Project: “Cultivating Missional Formation in the Congregation”

Todd Eric Jordan
Project: “The Impact of a 10-Week Covenant Spiritual Formation on Laity”
Degree of Master of Church Ministries

Deidre SueZan Hildebrand
Cassie Louise Newton
Rodney B. Ward

Degree of Master of Divinity

Princeton Ejikeme Abaraoha
George L. Battle III
Linda Sue Baumheckel
Kurt Matthew Boemler
Kimberly Ladish Burke
D'Anna Conway Chance
Jeanette Evonne Cobbins
Benjamin William Crisman
Temple Charlene Diehl
James Lawrence Duggins
David Andrew Forrest
Gary Alan Fox
Leah Suzanne Hidde
Alison Leanne Humann
Cheryl Anita Jones
Rachel Suzanne Lamb
Zachary Brian Landis
E. Elizabeth Lefler

David Israel Madison
Amy Katherine McClung
Mary Ncurubi Miriti
Sherry Ann Moton
Mittie Carruth Muse
Jarrod James Neal
Jessica Cathryn Nelson
Timothy Dale Payne
Amy Lynn Proctor
Shellie Suzanne Ross
John Thomas Saint
Charles Gary Schneider
Unchu Kim Slattery
Jason Byron Smith
Lillian Bradford Smith
Mary Elizabeth Taylor
Arlene Infante Turner
Mary Widdowson-Martin

Degree of Master of Sacred Music

Tyler James Ferguson
Nicholas Joseph La Rocca
Jordan Elizabeth Stewart

Degree of Master of Theological Studies

Christina Renée Cavener
Jane Ellen Coleman
Lawrence Gilbert Daniel
Andrew James Hamilton
Seung Woo Han
David Jeffrey Hirshberg
Filipe Fernandes Ribeiro Maia
Ryan Casey Waller
IN DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW

Degree of Juris Doctor

James Allen Adams
Monica Adriano
William Wyatt Akins
William Benjamin Alexander
Chelsea Allen
Kimberly Adams Allen
Brian M. Andrade
Melinda Arbuckle
Laurie Nicole Arnoldy
Cameron James Asby
David Alan Bailey
Ryan Christopher Ball
Benjamin Paul Barmore
Brittany K. Barnett
Joseph Oliver Barrie-Schwarz
Todd Christopher Basile
Anthony W. Bates
Sharon Hefner Beal
Amy Elizabeth Cawthon Bellah
Sean Jarrod Bellah
Alexander Stephen Berk
Olga Bograd
Chad Evan Bond
Bryon Edward Boyer
Thomas Eugene Brannen
Jennifer Lauren Bramson
James N. Bryan
Steven David Bryant
Erin Caitlin Callahan
Calie Ann Carrick
Robert Daniel Cates
Srinivasan Chakravarthi
Ann Rita Chao
Katherine Virginia Cheatham
Kenneth Chinedu Chuka-Obah
Grant Michael Cohen
Kendall Banowsky Coleman
Eugene Taison Cook
David Peart Coon
Tiffany Annette Cravey
Jesse Lee Cromwell
Michael Aaron Crookston
Kizuwanda Dorina Curtis
Brandon Taylor Darden
Brienne Davis
John Thomas Davis
Miroslava Denisлавова Detcheva
Razieh Tavakoli Dobbs
JoAnn Marie Dodson
Octavio Arturo Dominguez
Michael Joseph Dority
Jane Elizabeth Dunne
Meagan Elizabeth Dyer
Frederick McKenzie Dyson
Kyle Dahlin Evans

Benita B. Faizy
Christine Mae Falgout
Brian Wesley Farabough
Farbod Farnia
Alexander Strautman Farr
George Marcus Fettering
Kelly Renee Flanagan
Matthew Day Flanagan
Tara Trout Flume
Stephen Samandar Fly
Jordan Paul Foreman
Kierra Alberta Freeman
Brandon Alexander Fuqua
Lindsey Michelle Fuqua
Meredith Lee Gadberry
Isabela Amie Garcia
Andrew Scott Gardner
Vance W. Gonzales
Milagros Gonzalez
Katherine Travers Griffin
Jessica Greenwood
Heath Paul Grob
Isaac Sebastian Haas
Matthew Graham Hale
Katy Meredith Hampton
Ashley Elizabeth Harkness
John Pinckney Harloe III
Jennifer Lynn Hay
Nicole L. Hay
Kimberly Pangelinan Hemenway
Tate Louis Hemingson
Nelson Robert Henry
Tricia Marie Hisgon
Pei-Chih Ho
Kimberly Elizabeth Hodgman
Bradley Ryan Holdbrook
Kenneth Hayden Hooper
Brian Patrick Horan
Angeline Fayteen Houghtlin
Thomas Steven Howery
Ashley Elizabeth Howie
John Thomas Hubbard II
Clintond Wheeler Huff
Nelson Huckin Hunt
Jared Cole Inman
Jamie Lauren Jackman
Naveid Puya Jahansouz
Soji John
Chris D. Jones
Kristin Faye Jones
Alicia Marie Kalich
Richard Alan Kamprath
Nadine Renae Kanga
Eva Kardosi
Courtney Clegg Kasper
Phillip Lee Kim
Russell Glenn Kirk
Thomas William Kniest II
Joshua John Kowert
Mollie J. Kuhn
Betty Binh Lam
Joshua Jude Lang
Kenneth Wayne Leatherman II
Erica Michelle León
Joseph Matthew Licata
Laura Ashley Locke
Erica Dianne Lovett
Melissa Meeling Lum
Michael Andrew Lyons
Michael Wayne Maddox
Sarah Seifert Mallett
Sophie Nicole Mathews
Thara Kay Mathews
Thomas Culfee Mayes
Greg Patrick McAllister
Jonathon McCartney
Sean Michael McCrory
Roy Bradford McKay
Philip George McCrory
William Chase Medling
Natalie Ann Miller
Patrick C. Miller
Kanesia Michelle Mitchell
Kaitlan Margeen Moczulski
Kellie Lynn Montoya
Jacqueline F. Morgan
Carling Tran Nguyen
David Bryan Norris
Desiree Noel Ochoa
Margaret Ann O’Connor
LaKisha Diann O’Connor
Elizabeth Rust Oliver
Adetokunbo Kikelomo Olowo
Melissa Marie Oosterhof
Courtney Caughey Ortegon
Jared Thomas Smith Pace
Samantha Ruth Palma
Kyle Austin Perkins
Rebekah Carrie Perlstein
Meredith Lewis Perry
Cassandra Suzanne Pillonel
Krystal A. Plonka
Elizabeth Jeanne Polk
Daryl Joel Potyok
Meera Shenoy Prabhu
Larissa Anne Prilliman
Robert John Prudhomme
Ashley Lynn Pulliam
Jonathan R. Rafpor
Jeffrey Taylor Raggio
Monica Frugia Ramirez
Alexandra Simone Ray
Christopher Gordon Reader
Allison Amie Reddoch
Nicole Elyse Reid
Alexander Thomas Renfro
Courtney Shea Repka
Trent Wesley Rexing
Mildred Elizabeth Rhoades
James Stephen Richards
Ana Maria Rico
Ashley Katherine Rittenmeyer
Jody Leigh Rodenberg
Nathan Heath Rogers
Scott Lars Rogers
Pamela J. Ross, Jr.
Eliot Louis Roth
Blake Elizabeth Sachs
Jarrett Keith Sacks
Sadaf Cortney Sedighi
Sheena Shagahghi
Gregory Theodora Shannon
Mala Lalita Sharma
S. Zunaid Sheikh
Jeremy Lane Shipp
Whitney Nicole Shropshire
Mitchell Reed Sibley
Virginia Elizabeth Simms
Landon Scott Small
Ashley Anne Smith
Matthew Lee Smith
Nolan Duane Smith
Jamie Lynn Sorley
Robert Charles Stanulis
Ryan Davis Starbird
Aaron George Stendell
Sara Elizabeth Stephens
Sarah Jackson Suiter
Ashley Michelle Sullivan
Kelly Maureen Sullivan
Matthew Harber Swordlow
Arron Parker Swink
Corey Elizabeth Tanner
Derek Andrew Templeton
Lisa Maria Thomas
Scott Walker Thomas
Amanda Jean Thompson
Jessica Trevizo
Jaye Carson Albert Trimble
Katherine Marie Tullos
Joseph Anthony Unis, Jr.
Allen Charles Unzelman
Veronica Marie Valdez
Joseph Christian Van Asten
Meredith Ann VanderWilt
Laurie May Velasco
Bret Vetter
Christopher Anthony Villa
Joshua Christian Vincent
Rachel Marie von Plonski
Angela Marie Vorpahl
Yuke Wang
Emily Anne Weaver
Nicholas Andrew Weeks
Virginia Ann Welch
Kathryn Scully Wells
Chart Hampton Westcott
Clayton John Wilkinson
Michael Donald Winn
Christine Therese Wolf
Erin Michele Wood
Lauren Anita Woods

Thomas Gillum Woolsey III
Kent Douglas Workman
Lindsay Mae Wright
Thomas Plas Wynne
Wei Xu
Yufan Yang
Hope Delaney Zimlich
Kathleen Amanda Zugsay

Degree of Master of Law
(Comparative & International Law)

Meshal Mohammed Alassaf
Ibrahim Abdullah Alhumaidan
Moath Ibrahim Alhussain
Abdulellh Abdullah Alouba
Saud Khalaf Alshammari
Amani Abdullah Alshuaibi
Meshal Ibrahim Alsugair
Pakorn Atmiyanan
Gracilene Oliveira Brooks
Martha Cebrian Vega
Vorraphan Chongpensuklert
Mingzi Fu
Samson Hagos
Xiaoheng He
Yuxin Hua
Wankyu Jeon
Singprasert Jeraputtiruk
Hengka Ji
Na Kang
Suwita Kangwansura
Sul A Lee
Jiaolong Liang

Soyeon Lim
Sixuan Lu
Weilu Lu
Doris Adaukuw Meshack
Chanchai Nadoo
Bich Thao Nguyen
Martin Pereyra de Olazabal
Nyella Maya Rogers
Natnicha Ruangkit
Pipatpong Samranponsuk
Nuanprang Sintapanon
Stanan Sriworakorn
Passarin Vanichakij
Natthorn Vongtangcharoen
Theeratham Wannakowit
Ray Hsueh Weng
Fei Xu
Yoshiki Yuasa
Liang Yue
Mengxia Zhang
Jian Zuo

Timothy Dean Martin
Mark Forester Pendleton

(Taxation)

Flint Angelovic
Irina Barahona
Byron Wade Bowen
Stephen Gates Cohn
Stanislav Getmanenko
Jeffrey Kent Gordon
Tanner Scott Henderson
Matthew Keith Mullins
Aarun Wilson Munn
Barclay R. Taylor

Degree of Doctor of the Science of Law
(Law)

Haiting Zhang
IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Master of Arts

William A. Caylor  Economics
Josephine Lo-Chung Chen  Applied Economics
David Scott Humes  Medieval Studies
Mariam Kharashvili  Economics
Jing Li  Economics
Jing Li  Economics
Jing Li  Economics
Yi Li  Economics
Ian Kyle McDonough  Economics
Soma Patra  Economics
Amy Michelle Smith Stecklein  Medieval Studies
Joshua Paul Zorsky  Applied Economics

Degree of Master of Science

Rafael Adan Carrasco III  Computational and Applied Mathematics
Rosalba Estrada  Computational and Applied Mathematics
David James Gardner  Computational and Applied Mathematics
Chang Young Jang  Computational and Applied Mathematics
Christian Frederik Johannes Ketelaar Barrios  Computational and Applied Mathematics
Ari Tant Loiben  Statistical Science
Zheng Wang  Computational and Statistical Science
Nathaniel D. Weymouth  Molecular and Cell Biology
  Thesis: “A Functional Role for the Smooth Muscle Specific Isoform of Actin”
Xiao Zhang  Computational and Applied Mathematics

Certificate in Women’s and Gender Studies

Meredith Lea Minister

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Master of Arts

Catherine Jeannine Baetz  Arts Administration
Alex Martin Bernick  Art History
Kathleen Moira Biemer  Advertising
Taylor Danielle Bunn  Arts Administration
Lauren Christina Chapman  Arts Administration
Lauren Nicole Dodds  Art History
Elizabeth Brooke Franco  Advertising
Katherine Marie Frazee  Arts Administration
Mary McReynolds Gibb  Advertising
Kelly Nicole Gomez  Advertising
Jennifer Elizabeth Hiles  Art History
Adrienne Sydney Horne  Arts Administration
Margaret-Ann Beduya Hubing  Arts Administration
Soáia Alejandra Juncadella  Advertising
Lauren Alyse Keeley  Advertising

Matthew Dale Lindner  Advertising
Aja Milanne Martin  Art History
Christopher Jerome Naifeh  Arts Administration
Kelli A. Naylor  Advertising
Caitlin Abigail Overton  Art History
Morgan Rae Paisley  Advertising
Ashley Caroline Pirsig  Arts Administration
Emma Michelle Rippee  Art History
Mallorie A. Rodak  Advertising
Lauren Ann Sifferman  Arts Administration
Sarah Nicole Skelnik  Advertising
Irina Ventsislavova Stefanova  Advertising
Allison Leigh Uhler  Advertising
Alexandra Lenore Watson  Advertising
Robert Jay Wiseman  Arts Administration
Xinyuan Zhang  Arts Administration
Degree of Master of Fine Arts
Melissa Sue Brown  Art
Bernardo Diaz  Art
Lydia Mae Graboski Bauer  Theatre
Michael Sean McKowen  Cinema-Television
Colleen Elizabeth Shull  Art
Bret Slater  Art
Jessica Jo Wickham  Theatre
Jeffrey Edward Zilm  Art

Degree of Master of Music
Peter Sebastian Bailey  French Horn Performance
Amanda Jill Bond  Choral Conducting
Benjamin Elliott Budish  Trumpet Performance
Kristin Lian Center  Piano Performance
Corrie L. Donovan  Voice Performance
Benjamin Kyle Easley  Instrumental Conducting
Leonardo Oliverio Garcia  Guitar Performance
Nadejda Svetlomirova Getzova  Music Composition
Desta Hailu  Piano Performance
Sarah Jane Hardin  Voice Performance
Edgar Revoreda Jaime  Trumpet Performance
Mi Jang  Violin Performance
Stephanie Lynne Kasang  Bassoon Performance
Hyung Gu Kim  Piano Performance
Nicholas Joseph La Roca  Choral Conducting
Perry Kyle Larson  Bassoon Performance
HanJun Lee  Violin Performance
Brian David Magnus  Cello Performance
Eldred Colonel Marshall IV  Piano Performance
Cara Teresa Nowling  Voice Performance
Silvia Paola Nunez Vasquez  Voice Performance
Hubert Pralitz  Violin Performance
Kevin Matthew Rank  Percussion Performance
Charles David Rockwell  Percussion Performance
Thomas Heinz Schwan  Piano Performance
Virginia Diane Sexton  Flute Performance
Jessica Kate Shindle  Music Education
You Joo Son  Piano Performance & Pedagogy
Sarah Millen Walsh  Viola Performance
Henry S. Waters  Choral Conducting
Christopher Edward Widomski  Organ Performance
Oscar Edward Williams  Music Composition
Jo Yi Zhou  Piano Performance & Pedagogy

Artist Certificate
Daniel S. Burrowes  Cello Performance
Hyungkuk Cho  Viola Performance
Anna Maria Drabicka  Violin Performance
Ilyas Duissen  Violin Performance
Miyoun Jang  Piano Performance
Maria Anna Milkowska  Violin Performance
Luis Alberto Pena Cortes  Piano Performance
Saule Tlenchiyeva  Piano Performance
Todd Evan Van Kekerix  Piano Performance
Koko Watanabe  Violin Performance
Saejin Yoon  Violin Performance
Degree of Master of Business Administration

Omar Amin Ahmad  General Business
Steven John Aldrich  General Business
Prince Alex  Information Technologies &  Operations Management
Guillermo Alonso  General Business
Harish Ananthamurthy  General Business
Chad Jeremy Anderson  General Business
Nkemjika Nneka Anjorin  General Business
William Keith Arechiga  Accounting; Finance
Trevor Lane Ashurst  Finance;
    Strategy &  Entrepreneurship
Keith Patrick Aulson  General Business
Veronica Marissa Bacica  General Business
Daniel James Balsley  Finance
Joseph Oliver Barrie-Schwarz  Finance;
    Information Technologies &  Operations Management
Bhigu Bhardwaj  Finance
Christopher Matthew Bollig  Marketing;
    Strategy &  Entrepreneurship
Michael Chance Bower  General Business
Baxter Murrell Box  Finance;
    Strategy &  Entrepreneurship
Jennifer Lauren Branson  General Management
Renee Ravenel Brockinton  Management;
    Real Estate
Todd Edward Browndyke  General Business
Thomas William Buning  General Business
Taylor Danielle Bunn  Strategy &  Entrepreneurship
Brooks Frederick Burgum  Finance;
    Strategy &  Entrepreneurship
James Ross Buttermore  Financial Consulting;
    Finance
John Joseph Carona, Jr.  General Business
Jose Roberto Carvajal de la Rosa  General Business
Andrew James Casson  Finance; Marketing
Dana Crystal Centola  Marketing;
    Strategy &  Entrepreneurship
Richard Chang  General Business
Lauren Christina Chapman  Strategy &  Entrepreneurship
Vijeth Chengappa  Marketing
Tae In Chung  General Business
James Raymond Clonts IV  Financial Consulting;
    Finance
Aaron A. Coats  Strategy &  Entrepreneurship;
    Management
Christopher Don Coleman  Finance
Seth Butler Collins  Financial Consulting; Finance
Cecil Daren Connel  General Business
Amelia Powers Cook  Management
Eugene Taison Cook  Information Technologies &  Operations Management
Michael Blake Cosby  Finance; Real Estate
William Allen Courington  Finance
Carlos Gene Crawford  General Business
James Wesley Crofford III  General Business
Willmar Cubias  Marketing
Mauricio Culebro Galvan  Finance;
    Strategy &  Entrepreneurship
Jeffrey Scott Curry  Finance
Morgan Leanne Curbirth  Marketing;
    Management
Rupal Dalal  Finance; Strategy &  Entrepreneurship
Rajesh K. Davda  General Business
Andrew D. Davis  Finance; Real Estate
Aaron Rudy De Los Santos  General Business
Sreevidhya Devarajan  Finance;
    Strategy &  Entrepreneurship
William Robert Devlin  General Business
Daniel David Dower  General Business
Benton Tyler Drinkwine  General Business
Michael Christopher Duda  Marketing
Frederick McKenzie Dyson  Strategy &  Entrepreneurship
Dillan Scott Ealy  Finance
Brittany Peele Easley  General Business
Matthew Isaac Everett  General Business
Virginia Plamenova Evers  Accounting; Finance
Brian Wesley Farabough  Finance; Real Estate
Christopher Holt Featherstone  Finance
Thomas Henry Fenton  Information Technologies &  Operations Management;
    Marketing
Tudor Valentin Floru  Finance;
    Strategy &  Entrepreneurship
Natalie Erin Fogiel  Financial Consulting; Finance
Leslie Grace Ford  Accounting
Hunter Neal Foreman  Finance;
    Strategy &  Entrepreneurship
James Michael Francois  General Business
Katherine Marie Frazee  General Business
Barrett Noland Freeman  Finance; Real Estate
Michael Paul Fuller  Marketing; Management
Robert Anderson Gaither  Information Technologies &  Operations Management;
    Strategy &  Entrepreneurship
Gilbert Gregory Garcia II  Finance;
    Strategy &  Entrepreneurship
Tara Naomi Garcia  General Business
Aditya Kumar Garg  General Business
Ross Andrew Gloyna  Information Technologies &  Operations Management;
    Marketing
Jeffery Jake Golvach  Finance;
    Strategy &  Entrepreneurship
Wade Lincoln Goodhart  General Business
Grant Nathan Goodman  Finance; Management
James Richard Graham  General Business
Michael Roger Guerrette  General Business
Lindsay Rae Guyines  Strategy &  Entrepreneurship;
    Management
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Haddad</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Mark Haglund</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell Derek Hall</td>
<td>Finance; Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Harris Heiser III</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Merrill Henderson</td>
<td>Marketing; Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Russell Highmark</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas James Hill</td>
<td>Accounting; Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Estela Hinojosa</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noritoshi Hiyama</td>
<td>Accounting; Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrienne Sydney Horne</td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Lewis Horton, Jr.</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Hsu</td>
<td>Finance; Information Technologies &amp; Operations Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret-Ann Beduya Hubing</td>
<td>Accounting; General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Kathleen Hudnall</td>
<td>Accounting; Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Nathan Jackson</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Eileen Jacobs</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Kent Johnson</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norman Grant Johnson</td>
<td>Accounting; Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Stephen Johnston</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley Currell Jones</td>
<td>Finance; Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Kirkland Jordan</td>
<td>Finance; Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prashant Kamath</td>
<td>General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abhinandan Khawarey</td>
<td>Finance; Information Technologies &amp; Operations Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Carlton Kieler</td>
<td>Information Technologies &amp; Operations Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig William kimball</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Thomas Koch, Jr.</td>
<td>Finance; Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karun Kumar Konduru</td>
<td>Accounting; Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Monroe Kraft</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oś Krakowski</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Chase LaFerney</td>
<td>Finance; Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheela Lakhania</td>
<td>Accounting; Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amal W. Lavender</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Anne Lee</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirelle Antoinette Leguia</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley Thomas Lembcke</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neal Evan Leonard</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Blake Liedtke</td>
<td>Accounting; Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Robert Lodowski</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lee Ma</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Kevin MacElroy</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael James Mahoney</td>
<td>Accounting; Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ooshma K. Malkoti</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Guy Malley</td>
<td>Finance; Strategic Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Joan Mason</td>
<td>Finance; Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marnie Smith McCabe</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael E. McCormack</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felice Deshawn McCoy</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilary Bowman Mcllvain</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barry Lech McLaren</td>
<td>Finance; Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin James McNamara</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Clinton Meindl</td>
<td>Accounting; Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fayssal Mohamad Merheb</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse R. Miller</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Mitchell</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhuvan Mittal</td>
<td>Finance; Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miguel Molina</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Nancy Molland</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Lopaka Kaho’Okano Moore</td>
<td>Finance; General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Ray Mueller</td>
<td>Finance; Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NagaPavan Mummadi</td>
<td>Finance; Information Technologies &amp; Operations Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaime Murrieta</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Taylor Myers</td>
<td>Accounting; Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Jerome Naifeh</td>
<td>Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Michael Nalley</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam John Naryka</td>
<td>Marketing; Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana Natalia Navarro</td>
<td>Strategic Leadership; Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Franciscus Norris</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lev S. Noryan</td>
<td>Marketing; Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terri Dyksterhouse Nuss</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seyoung Oh</td>
<td>Information Technologies &amp; Operations Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Robert Ord</td>
<td>Finance; Real Estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuchi Rashmibhai Patel</td>
<td>Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad Aaron Perce</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis Edward Perera</td>
<td>Finance; Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana Mary Perez Moreno</td>
<td>Finance; Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Thomas Pester</td>
<td>Finance; Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Caroline Petsig</td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Claire Pollitt</td>
<td>Finance; Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Robert Poole</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Cedan Pounds</td>
<td>Finance; Information Technologies &amp; Operations Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Gray Powell</td>
<td>Finance; General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony V. Prakash</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larissa Arne Prilliman</td>
<td>General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Quigg</td>
<td>Finance; General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert L. Quinn</td>
<td>Finance; General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaisabari Raja</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Julia Rancilio</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raja Ray</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Barrett Rebholz</td>
<td>Finance; General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohan K. Reddy</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risa Ann Renna</td>
<td>Finance; Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Cole Reyes</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynaldo Reyna-Vazquez</td>
<td>General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darrell Edward Roberts II</td>
<td>Finance; Information Technologies &amp; Operations Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jessica Leigh Roe  Marketing; Management
Richard Trevor Simpson Roe  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Scott Leslie Rolseth  General Business
Jason Anthony Rossi  General Business
Felipe Guimarães Salles  General Business
Carolyn Baxley Sanchez  Finance; Real Estate
Shahin Sarangi  Finance; Real Estate
Courtney Elizabeth Schultz  Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Ryan Robert Scripps  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Abhishek Sengupta  Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Chirag Govind Shah  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
John Campbell Shinneman  General Business
Lauren Ann Sifferman  Marketing
Jason Skoog  Finance
Justin Wayne Smith  Finance
Lindsey Ann Smith  Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Gregory Scott Spittle  General Business
Katherine Felicia Stewart  Strategic Leadership
Jared L. Still  General Business
Darrel Leslie Susman  General Business
Chetan Swaroop  General Business
Timothy Ross Tatarowicz  General Business
Sophia M. Tay  Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Phillip Michael Taylor  Strategy & Entrepreneurship; Management
Phillip Wanye Thompson  Accounting; Finance
Joseph Patrick Townsend  Finance
Tri Minh Tran  Finance
Jack Adam Turpin  Accounting; Finance
William Shannon Ulmer  General Business
Brian Victor Ungarean  Finance
Nicholas Prin Upatham  Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Justin Scott Uetz  General Business
Ninaad Chirantan Vaidya  Finance;
  Information Technologies & Operations Management
Troy Lee Vaughn  Finance;
  Information Technologies & Operations Management
Brad Ryan Vencil  General Business
Sujana Priya Venna  General Business
Janelle Leigh Visentin  Finance
Charles Byrne von Doersten, Jr.  Marketing; Management
Peter Anthony von Gontard  Real Estate
Matthew Leigh Vroom  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
John Brooks Walker  Finance; Real Estate
Donald William Nash Wallace  Finance;
  Information Technologies & Operations Management
Yuke Wang  General Management
David Chase Washington  Finance; Marketing
Charlotte Lane Whitaker  Finance;
  Information Technologies & Operations Management
Blake Clifton Willborn  Finance;
  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Timothy Michael Wile  Accounting; Finance
Brandon David Wilhite  Finance; Real Estate
Debra S. Williams  General Business
Nicole Diane Williamson  Marketing;
  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Robert Jay Wiseman  Management
Todd Michael Wostrel  General Business
LaToya Lynnette Wright  General Business
Michael Jason Wyll  Finance
Chunyan Yan  Accounting; Finance
Deepti Yenireddy  Finance;
  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Young Woon Yoon  Finance;
  Information Technologies & Operations Management
Xinyuan Zhang  Finance
Donald Eric Zimmer  General Business

Degree of Master of Science in Accounting

Diana Argueta
Andrew Gray Bernhardt
Ursula Nicole Brent
Sherman Thompson Brown V
Tiffany Marie Bruckert  Taxation
Mia Kay Byrd
Nicole Marie Cangelosi  Taxation
Esmeralda Castro  Taxation
Kang Chu
Chase Andrew Courtney  Taxation
Amanda Ann Craft  Taxation
Patrick Sean Cullen  Taxation
Andrew Bennett Davis  Taxation
Megan Elizabeth Davis  Taxation
Thomas Colin Davis
Fernanda Miatto De Lima
Eric Michael Detweiler

Nicholas John Grayden
Yuhua Guo
Soheil S. Hamirani  Taxation
David William Harner
Nell Bateman Hauck
Thien Le Thanh Ho  Taxation
Lacy Ann Holaday  Taxation
Justin David Hunt
Mustafa Idris
Farida Taher Iqbal  Taxation
Amelia Louise Isaac  Taxation
Juliana Jones
Allison Septer Josal
Marina Juvo  Taxation
Thomas Joseph Keegan VII
Karlyn Elizabeth Keeley  Taxation
April René Kletke

26
Degree of Master of Science in Entrepreneurship

Joi Kateef Afzal
Conor Maurice Butts
Justin Luke Magnuson
Andrew K. Nguyen
Judd Alan Rogers
Samuel Sesay
Lloyd Anthony Shepherd
Robert Andre Silber, Jr.

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Master of Science

Nafees Eraaz Ahmed  Operations Research
Taghreed Abdullah S. Alghamdi  Computer Science
Abdulmalik Hamood Altawally  Systems Engineering
Andrew Alvarex  Operations Research
Richa Raj Arora  Software Engineering
Satish Shivaram Basa  Telecommunications
Timothy Tallon Bootle  Systems Engineering
Gustavo Enrique Calles Figueroa  Operations Research
Yu Cao  Operations Research
Janelle Maureen Carpenter  Operations Research
Chad M. Carrie  Systems Engineering
Mychilette Lynene Carter  Manufacturing Systems Management
Roger David Cruz  Software Engineering
Shane Douglas Custer  Systems Engineering
Nathan Dennis  Systems Engineering
Bradley Mark Ellis  Systems Engineering
Jude Forstner  Systems Engineering
Nishant Nilesh Gadani  Telecommunications
Marc Gauthier  Software Engineering
Tara R. Gillian  Telecommunications
Lee Gracey  Systems Engineering
Tara Lynn Hemphill  Software Engineering
Jack William Houglnd  Software Engineering
Fei Hu  Software Engineering
Natalie R. Jaroski  Systems Engineering
Princy John  Security Engineering
Alicia N. Jones  Systems Engineering
Swapnil Ramesh Kadam  Telecommunications
Vaibhav Vivek Kajarekar  Telecommunications
Prajyodeep Prakash Kartkade  Telecommunications
Rithik Konikkara  Telecommunications
Wei-Ting Lan  Telecommunications
Sydelia de Cordova Langott  Software Engineering
Ryan Braña Madera  Manufacturing Systems Management
James Steven Matthus  Systems Engineering
Alphonse Daniel Matthews  Security Engineering
Robert Douglas McClure  Systems Engineering
Sean Michael McCutchen  Systems Engineering
Ambrel Nicole Mitchell  Computer Science
Ruben Montenegro, Jr.  Systems Engineering
Marc Arman Nemati  Security Engineering

Paige Beverly Phillips  Taxation
Sabrina J. Rasor
Emily Anne Robben
Nicholas Everett Roberts
Jared Eli Rosen  Taxation
Sara Johnson Scheible
Lauren Leigh Seifert
Xiaoyan Shao
Andrew Thomas Silverthorn
Robert Alan Smith  Taxation
Tasmia Taufig  Taxation
Samantha Grace MacKenzie Thomas
Austin Faikeel Tom
Cameron Theodore Walker
Courtney Christine Whiteford  Taxation
Haiyue Yu
Lu Yu  Taxation
Stephanie Gay Zick
Roberto Enrique Nuñez
Operations Research

Shyam Sundar Ramani
Computer Science

Kristina Daya Rañola
Systems Engineering

Kimberly Lynn Regan
Operations Research

Harrison Matthew Reid
Computer Science

Kellenie Dyan Richter
Systems Engineering

John Russell Robinette
Security Engineering

Ryan Michael Rodgers
Systems Engineering

Jose Luis Sanchez, Jr.
Packaging Electronic and Optical Devices

Clinton Barrett Sawyer
Packaging Electronic and Optical Devices

Gerald A. Shaffer
Software Engineering

Thesis: “A Practical User Interface Evaluation Tool Designed for Balance and Flexibility”

Hadil Ahmed Shaiba
Computer Science

Heather Lynn Simmons
Systems Engineering

Douglas Kayodele Simpson
Systems Engineering

Sherif Fathy Abo Soliman
Security Engineering

Mauricio Eugenio Suarez Gonzalez
Manufacturing Systems Management

Stephen Tinh
Systems Engineering

Venkata Naga Siva Vikas Venuri
Telecommunications

Gineen Bierman Zabolotnyy
Systems Engineering

Biao Zhang
Telecommunications

Ina Marie Vera Angeles

Robert W. Monroe

Blair Stanton Austin

Khushboo Prakash Patel

Brent Wesley Gartrell

Juan Pablo Rodriguez Diaz Villamil

Ruo-Hua He

Joshua Boone Staples

Binit Rameshchandra Jaiswal

Max Alexander Tonsi

Ola A. Kale

Nirav Satish Vikmani

Matthew Evan Kuberski

Robert W. Monroe

Degree of Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Yashar Farahmand

Degree of Master of Science in Computer Engineering

Huai-Sheng Lin
Gregory Robert Standerfer

Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

Ina Marie Vera Angeles

Robert W. Monroe

Blair Stanton Austin

Khushboo Prakash Patel

Brent Wesley Gartrell

Juan Pablo Rodriguez Diaz Villamil

Ruo-Hua He

Joshua Boone Staples

Binit Rameshchandra Jaiswal

Max Alexander Tonsi

Ola A. Kale

Nirav Satish Vikmani

Matthew Evan Kuberski

Robert W. Monroe

Degree of Master of Science in Engineering Management

Khaled Saeed K. Alghamdi

Tyler Scott Gates

Shadi Gilke

Jameela Chaunceé Hudson

Nicholas Robert Kaczmarek

Wayne Allen Wilson

Degree of Master of Science in Environmental Engineering

Michael Dean Gifford II

Jennifer Moyer

Jaycie Marie Vincent

Degree of Master of Science in Environmental Science

Vandana Velagapudi

Hazardous & Waste Materials Management
Degree of Master of Science in Information Engineering and Management

Kevin Mark Adams
Elsa Denise Chapa-Gonzalez
Victoria Dahl Cohen
Erin Gripp
Nathaniel F. Kaiyeepu
Erik Robert Loen
Ramizbhai Karim Maredia
Bolakale Oladipo
Blaine J. Reid

Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mohammad J. Gharbieh
Jack C. Klachian
Michael James Kohn
Kaley Jordan Marcis
Brian Russell Nemeti

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Degree of Master of Arts in Dispute Resolution

Ann Roselee Abraham
Geeta Ravi Anantharaman
Douglas D Box
Charisa Maye Bridges
Carol L. Clyde
Carolyn G. Cothran
Sheryl Darlene Ellis
Brian Jesse Flores
Diana Ivette Gonzalez
Michelle Leanne Goolsby
Nelda Welty Johnson
Robert Cresswell Kaiser
Rhonda Denise Keaton
Joel Michael Langdon
David Andrew Messner
Daniel Nganga Nddogo
Job Kariu Ngugi
Joseph Daniel Ortiz
Katrina Mechelle Pritchard
Fergal Joseph Purcell
Robert E. Ramsey
Teresa Duron Rosado
Leah Rebecca Sanchez
Leisa Ann Simons
Meredith Ann Smith
Gennie Noelle Squire
Jana Darwin Strunk
Andrew James Vice
Chester Pat Whiteman

Degree of Master of Bilingual Education

Diana Renee Calderon
Ean Esparza Gonzalez
Rocio A. Reynosa Sanchez

Degree of Master of Education

Jenna Dolores Arredondo
Jose Antonio Banos
Lisa Marie Bosco
Rachele Margaret Carver
Cheryl Ann Christopherson
Niki Janell Cook
Cristina Angelica Coronado
Christy Leigh Frank
Katherine Tollestrup Grassi
Sandy L. Hall
Scott Dennis Hansen
Angela Jackson
Carla Antoinette Kinney
Mary Katherine McManemin
Angela Marie Newby
Ashley Beth Ormand
Michael Anthony Ramos-Lynch
Megan Norrie Rice
Degree of Master of Liberal Arts

Douglas Ian Smith
James Michael Smith

Degree of Master of Liberal Studies

Shamecca Adams
Kelli Elizabeth Anderson
Micah Elizabeth Branaman Human Rights
and Social Justice
LuAnn Halley Castro
Cindy Michelle Castro Cultural Traditions
David Tai-Wai Chu
Constance Celles Cropp
Kayla Ann Fakier

Kathleen Elizabeth Gaultney
Joanne C. Jennings Humanities
Kerri Kristine Koury
Allison B. McKelvy
Mark Hopkins Reily
Barbara G. Smith
Judith Ann Steiner
Barbara Starling Stewart
Lynn Jones Walters American Studies

Degree of Master of Science in Counseling

Adrienne Marie Akers
Christina Marie Bazan
Camille Comstock Gavin
Lauren Elizabeth Grayson
Alexandra Lea Henson
Catherine Piper Lewellen
Marcey Lynn Mettica
Tiffany Marie Slataper

IN THE GUILDHALL AT SMU, LINDA AND MITCH HART eCENTER

Certificate in Digital Game Development

Aaron Martin Porter Specialization in Software Development

Master of Interactive Technology

Johnathan Robert Bevis Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Narrative Content Most Effectively Conveyed Through Environmental Storytelling Techniques”

James Brian Bowling Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Influencing Player Navigational Choices Through the Use of Sound”

Casey James Bradley Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “The Effects of Alternate Forms of Transportation on Asymmetrical Capture the Flag Map Design”

Kyle Joseph Brennan Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Does the Use of Color in Video Game Level Design Affect Player Performance?”

Terrence Michael Cronin Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “What Design Techniques Are Most Effective at Promoting Player Exploration When Given Linear Objectives?”

Kenneth Dilks Digital Game Development - Level Design

Timothy Joseph Flemming Digital Game Development - Level Design
Chasen Herriott  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Real World Wayfinding Methodologies Applied to Level Design”
Edward Lee  Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “Realistic Real-Time Grass Rendering”
Christopher Lee McCrimmons  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Developing Player Attachment to Artificial Intelligence Companion Characters”
Jared M. Merback  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Gender Considerations in First Person Shooter Level Design”
Richard H. Milner  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Justin Alexander Nesbit  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Rebecca Elizabeth Richards  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “A Practical Study of the Use of Traps in a Modern 3D Role-Playing Game”
Evan Matthew Skarin  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Cutscenes, Gameplay, and Perceived Player Immersion”
Robert W. Stevens  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Do Players Explore and Complete Side Objectives in a Non-Linear Level Designed for a Linear Action Game?”
Bennett Dale Strickland  Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “Player Perceptibility of Goal-Driven Decision Making Techniques”
William E. Swannack  Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “Building a Modern Roguelike”
Xiang Tian  Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “Physically-Based Real-Time Fluid Simulation and Rendering”

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Maillil Alejandra Acosta Rivera  Political Science
Korey Kathleen Adams  Psychology
John Frederick Akers, Jr.  Foreign Languages: French
Alaa Ashraf Al-Barghuthi  French
Rachel Hope Allen  Spanish
Ryden McComas Anderson  English
Jesse Charles Andrew IV  Economics
Kim Bell Andrews  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Nicholas Alexandre Antaki  Political Science
Caitlin Elizabeth Anthony  Psychology
Caroline Melissa Arbaugh  Public Policy
Alexandra Nicole Asdourian  International Studies
Laura Bae  Political Science; Spanish
Michael Robert Bair  Philosophy; Political Science
Hayley Elizabeth Baker-Finch  Psychology; Religious Studies
Lauren Elizabeth Balkin  Psychology
Kate Horton Banks  English
Ronnie Adel Barakat  Spanish
Kathryn Grace Barlow  History; Religious Studies
Danielle Elizabeth Barrios  English
Diana Elizabeth Batten  Mathematics
Darren T. Baucham  Sociology
Kelvin Lee Beachum, Jr.  Economics
Gretchen Anne Beckert  Markets and Culture; Spanish
Katherine Joy Bedford  International Studies; Political Science
Jason Christopher Bell  Geology
Kenneth Carl Bell  Anthropology; Markets and Culture
Sarah Elizabeth Bennett  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Julia Perrin Biebighauser  Political Science
Daisey Christine Blower  Psychology
Shannon Caroline Blyth  Markets and Culture
Phillip Adrian Bonafair  Economics; Markets and Culture; Public Policy
Alis Bonda  Mathematics
Natalie Laura Bornowski  Spanish
Alicia Christine Bos  Religious Studies
Alec James Bowers  Economics
Melissa Colleen Boyle  Sociology
Sofia Maria Boza  Political Science
Russel Francisco Braga  Spanish
Erika Isabel Briceño  French; International Studies
Bryan Scott Brockman  Chemistry
Né André Frank Broussard  Markets and Culture
Caleb S. Browning  Mathematics
Garrett Buckley  Psychology
Diana M. Bukolt  Sociology
Jonathan Blythe Bumstead  History
Melissa Anne Burgess  French
John Valentine Burns  Economics
Samantha Ray Burns  History
Stephanie Lynn Burns  Psychology
Laine Marie Bushart  Economics
Montessa Louise Bussey  Political Science; Psychology
Porter M. Byers  International Studies; Political Science
Meredith Marie Byrd  English
Yoo Sook Byun  Psychology
William Patrick Cagney IV  History
Priscilla Wendy Carlos  Psychology
Elle Ingrid Alice Carter  Mathematics
Sean Michael Casa  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Celia Castillo  Markets and Culture
Sheila Marissa Castillo  Economics
Christopher Allen Chaffee  History
Joshua Chandler  History
Lauren Ashley Chapman  International Studies
Leonore Ann Chappell  Psychology; Spanish
Lauren Bourke Chase  Political Science
David Jordan Chlappecka  Anthropology
Preston Glen Christensen  Economics
Raquel Nicole Christian  Sociology
Haley Anne Clark  Markets and Culture
Kellie Ann Classen  Biological Sciences; Psychology
Charles McNaghten Coleman  Anthropology; Biological Sciences
Jordan Leah Contrucci  Anthropology; Markets and Culture
John McDonald Cook  Anthropology
Brad Wayne Cook, Jr.  Psychology
Allison Sarah Cooley  Spanish
Rachel Catherine Corbin  Psychology
Samantha L. Cornelius  French
Megan Paris Couchman  Psychology
Courtney Louise Cousins  International Studies
Molly Maureen Cranston  Psychology
Victoria Ashley Dalrymple  Foreign Languages: German
Carolyn Susanne Daniel  French; International Studies
Blake Matthew Danner  Psychology; Religious Studies
Alexandria Nichole Davis  English
Sofya DavydoVA  Public Policy
Haley J. Day  Psychology
Jesus Eduardo De La Torre  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Katherine Leigh Delk  English; Religious Studies
Timothy Francis Dent  Economics; Public Policy
Talisa Renee Dever  Chemistry
Danielle Ryan DiCesare  Italian Area Studies
Christina Marie DiPinto  Spanish
Lisa Marie Dickerson  Psychology
Victoria Leigh Dodson  Markets and Culture
Mickey Aldin Dollens  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Rocio Del Carmen Dongo  Spanish
Erin Bennett Donnelley  History
Jonathan Vance Eaves  Markets and Culture
Meredith Anne Ebaugh  Spanish
Husein Karim Ebrahim  Markets and Culture
Nicholas Russell Elledge  Political Science; Public Policy
Jessica Ivonne Enriquez  Psychology
Miguel C. Esparza  Public Policy; Spanish
Joshua Dean Espinosa  Political Science
Sabeen Sultana Faheem  International Studies; Political Science
Adam LaMarque Falivene  Biological Sciences; Psychology
John Andrew Fazio  Public Policy
Michaela Antonia Feinstein  Economics
Blake Warner Fickle  Psychology
Hilary Anne Fingeret  Anthropology
Peter Francis Finnerty III  History
Marguerite Stuart Fisher  Spanish
Ellen Flowers  Philosophy
Ross Campbell Frankfurt  Economics
Andrea Elizabeth French  Sociology
Lauren Blaine Fulmer  Political Science
Elizabeth Lauren Fulton  Anthropology; Environmental Studies
Emily Susan Funk  Markets and Culture
Tarun Gajwani  Markets and Culture
Alexia Edana Garcia Garcia  French
Myriah Racquel Garcia  Psychology
Meredith Leigh Golden  Psychology
Diana Gonzalez  Spanish
Sarah Elizabeth Gorsky  English
Heather Lora Gram  Philosophy; Psychology
Charles William Graves  History
Amanda Michelle Green  Political Science
Emily Parker Greig  International Studies
Bryan Robert Griffin  Political Science
Kaitlin Danielle Gritsch  Psychology
Carolyn Danielle Hackward  Psychology
Abdullah Hussein Haidar  Political Science
Christopher D. Hamilton  Markets and Culture; Spanish
Karla Ann Hanson  History
Heather Elizabeth Hargett  Psychology
Leela Hynes Harpert  Foreign Languages: Spanish
Kristin Adelle Harrington  German
Hassie Elizabeth Harrison  Markets and Culture
Joan Graham Hartong  Psychology
Jeffrey William Hauschild  Economics
Alexandra Woy Hazleton  International Studies
Anna R. Heald  Markets and Culture
Cynthia Denise Hecht  Philosophy; Spanish
Hilary A. Heinke Psychology
Elisabeth Marie Hendrian History
Andrew J. Hendrix Political Science; Public Policy
Kate Christine Herman Psychology
James Andrew Hoefchner International Studies
Madeleine Rose Hoff English
Elizabeth Laine Hopper English; Spanish
Leon Hilary Horne III History
Elise M. Houren Political Science
Heather Renee Howard English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Catherine Elise Huang English; Political Science
Megan Leigh Huerter History
Benjamin David Huffman Economics
Sara Elizabeth Huggins Economics
Jasmine Danielle Iglahart Religious Studies
Mariam Ishaque Physics; Spanish
Jane E. Jackson Psychology
Kate Quinby Jameson Psychology
Jordan Clare Johansen Anthropology; History
Sheridan Nicole Johnson Markets and Culture
Elizabeth Blair Jones Spanish
Keeya Lynn Jones French
Allison Jean Jordan Religious Studies
Bryan R. Juan Chemistry
Emily Jane Kavy Markets and Culture; Spanish
Jasmine Jehan Khaleel Anthropology
Colton Hunter Klatt Political Science
Griffin Joseph Klement Environmental Studies
Drake Andrew Konow II Foreign Languages: Spanish; Religious Studies
Elisabeth Antonia Korody Psychology
Blake Edward Krystoff Economics
Hanna Valentinovna Kubyszchina Public Policy
Gilbert Hicks Lamberhe, Jr. Economics
Olivia Ann Langdale Psychology
Ana Pia Lara Carrillo French
Sarah Michelle LeRose Psychology
Kendra L. Leary History
Juan M. Lechuga Psychology
Lacey D. Lee English
Laura E. Lee Psychology
Meredith Ann Lee Psychology
Mary Patricia Lemeck Psychology
Janet Leung Economics
Meredith Laurey Levine Political Science
Derek Donald Fox Lilly Political Science
Elizabeth Margaret Lindsay Psychology
Alexandra Victoria Lippas Anthropology; Psychology
Taylor Nicole Lucas French
Judith Clare Lundy Political Science; Psychology
Laura Anne Lynch Spanish
Bonnie Belle Madeley French
William Manfred Mahan German; International Studies
Jasia Mahdi History
Carla Elizabeth Mancini International Studies; Italian Area Studies
Sergio Manriquez Economics
Haeli L. Martin Psychology
Ivan De Jesus Martinez International Studies; Spanish
Logan Gray Masters Sociology
Kathren Ann Mayell French
Matthew Paul Mazur Political Science
Kaitlynn Shay McConville Sociology
Anna Christine McIngvale Psychology
Peter Johnson McLean History
Alexandra Lorraine Meaker Political Science
Emily Kathryn Means Markets and Culture
Samantha Kaye Means Psychology
Kaitlin L. Meyer Philosophy
Chanen Elizabeth Michel International Studies; Spanish
DeLayna Marie Minter Markets and Culture
Nikolaus Maximilian Montgela Sociology
Lauren Ann Moody Markets and Culture
Chaise Alexander Mooy Proctor Spanish
Allana Kristen Morawski International Studies
Alexandra Nicole Muller Markets and Culture
Laura Louise Muniz Anthropology
Sam H. Murphy III Religious Studies
Bushra Samaiya Mustaq Chemistry
Catherine Ballard Myers Anthropology
Yara Michelle Nahas Markets and Culture
William Parashar Nanavati Spanish
Nicole Suzanne Navarre French; Psychology
Shannon Marie Nelson History
Seng You Ngang Biological Sciences
Hanh My Nguyen Markets and Culture
Huong Thanh Nguyen Economics
Mylinh Quynh Nguyen Spanish
Tram Jacqueline Nguyen Anthropology; Biological Sciences
Nicholas Harry Nikides Italian Area Studies
Lucio Nuñez History; Spanish
Kylie Frances O'Donnell Psychology
Mary Bridget O'Donovan English with a Creative Writing Specialization
James-Albert Reginald Osborne Sociology
Victoria Jane Owen Psychology
Jorge Alejandro Padilla Markets and Culture
William David Pahl Markets and Culture
Stuart William Palley History
Lindsay Diane Paramore English
Eric J. Park Spanish
Ruth G. Park Psychology
Caroline Teresa Parravano Psychology
Ashmi C. Patel Religious Studies
Christine M. Pearson French;
International Studies; Political Science
Annabel Pedraza Markets and Culture; Spanish
Gayatri Dezi Periade Public Policy
Lindsey Paige Perl Spanish
Cari Elizabeth Perez Economics
Grant William Perry Economics;
Markets and Culture
Kathleen Mills Petroskey International Studies
Virginia Anderson Petty  Philosophy
Lauren Lee Phillips  Environmental Studies
Dimitri Pilenko  Environmental Studies
Paige Elizabeth Pointer  Spanish
Rebecca Hadley Polack  Sociology
Carolyn McMahon Purcell  Economics
Pavan Tirumala Puttaparthi  Economics; International Studies
Rebecca Claire Quinn  French; Spanish
Tyler Banks Rainey  International Studies
Juan Alfonso Ramos  Economics; International Studies; Political Science; Public Policy
Tim Andreas Raschle  Spanish
Mary Buchanan Reed  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Jenna Leigh Reekie  Philosophy
Patrick Allen Reis  Markets and Culture
Chelsea Baer Rendelman  International Studies
Elizabeth Heye Rhoades  Foreign Languages: French
Adam Robert Rice  History
Erin Jean Richards  History
Jonathan Kenneth Richter  Public Policy
Kaleigh Ashton Richter  French
Manuele Ricon  International Studies
Kate Gaston Rinehart  International Studies
Sadie Magaly Rodriguez  Foreign Languages: French
Randall-Christian Bacani Rosales  Political Science
Rachel Anne Rubin  Psychology
Christopher George Sacks  Markets and Culture
Aisha Salman  Psychology
Claire Moyer Sanderson  Political Science
Julia Elizabeth Sands  Sociology
Kate E. Schaffengerter  Psychology
Ryan Eric Schlachter  Economics
Nicolette Marie Schleisman  French
Kelly Lorene Scott  Psychology
Penina Sendawula  Anthropology
Victoria Patricia Sharwarko  French
Haven Leigh Shea  Spanish
Michael Vincent Sheetz  Political Science
Madeline Claire Shulman  Political Science; Sociology
Cristen Marie Silvers  Spanish
Christina M. Sims  Chemistry
Leigh Anne Sinacola  Psychology
Nicholas H.M. Skefos  Psychology
Justin R. Smart  Psychology
Lauren Elizabeth Smart  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Aliene Louisa Smith  Markets and Culture
Braden H. Smith  English
Tiffany Michelle Smith  Psychology
Erica Tess Spivack  Markets and Culture
Kylie Elizabeth Spurgeon  Psychology
Andrew Dalton Stallings  Sociology
John Elliot Stamer  Geology
Ellen Hatley Stapleton  Psychology
Austin Reed Stauplton  Political Science
Emily Theresa Stegich  Public Policy
John Robert Steitz  Political Science; Public Policy
Chelsea Anne Stephens  French; Psychology
Allison Lee Stewart  Markets and Culture
Richard Haynes Strader  Political Science
Christine Nicole Strang  Markets and Culture
William Blake Stromberg  Markets and Culture
Ashley Lynn Swift  Psychology
Mehdi Taghizadeh  Biological Sciences
Jessica Anne Tallman  Psychology
Joan Tam  Spanish
Vanessa Lizet Tapiia  Economics; Public Policy
Lauren Amanda Taylor  Markets and Culture
Richard Hakem Terrell  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Kristina Alexandra Theleen  Psychology
Bennie Lee Thomas III  Psychology
Alyssa Catherine Thomas  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Katia Amelia Todd  Spanish
Camila Eugenia Topke Sol  Markets and Culture
Stephen Jake Torres  English; Spanish
Nona Faye Townsend  Psychology
Andrew Franklin Vail  History
Theodore Bruce Van Buren  History
Whitney Elizabeth Van Way  Psychology
Porcia Nicole Vaughn  Biological Sciences
Brittany Michelle Vigil  Anthropology; Psychology
Katharine Jean Viola  English
Jenna Marie Vitalone  Spanish
Jacob L. Von Plonski  History; Psychology
Nicholas Sloane Vrana  International Studies
Matthew Hunter Walker  History
Lauren Anne Walker  French
Frances Angelica Walsh  Psychology
Meredith K. Walter  Psychology
Chelsea Anna Ward  History
Rachel Marie Washington  Psychology
Michael Andrew Wasse  Political Science
Micaela Simone Watkins  Political Science
Ashley Jon Werthen  Public Policy
Jeremy Clay Wilkins  Political Science
Hope Lauren Williams  Political Science
Devon Shine Wilson  Psychology
Keven M. Wilson  English with a Creative Writing Specialization; Philosophy
Mary Kenson Wilson  Latin American Studies
Megan Alexandra Wilson  Spanish
Patricia Elena Wollberg  Psychology
Youri Yenga  French
Mary Caroline Young  Spanish
Clay Rowe Zelbst  Philosophy
Anna Kyle Ziverts  French; International Studies
Bradley Scott Zoppoth  Political Science
Degree of Bachelor of Humanities

James Earl Taylor

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Nisa Ahmed Biological Sciences
Jeremy Thomas Aiken Economics with
Finance Applications
Mishal Aldelaimi Mathematics
Mohammad Fahad Alhuthali Economics with
Finance Applications
Salem Abdulaziz Alturky Mathematics
Andetsion Amehayes Economics with
Finance Applications
Alexandra Patricia Andersen Economics with
Finance Applications
Stephen Kwame Bandoh Economics with
Finance Applications
Ronnie Adel Barakat Biological Sciences
Abhi Batra Economics with Finance Applications
Sarah Michelle Behrens Mathematics
Trevelan Bellknap Mathematics
Ashley Ann Bentler Economics with
Finance Applications
Olivia Rose Beran Mathematics
Fatima Zohra Berrada Biological Sciences
Bridgette Ann Brasher Economics with
Finance Applications
Leslie Michelle Briggs Economics with
Finance Applications
Bryan Scott Brockman Biological Sciences
Morris Cullen Brown Economics with
Finance Applications
Caleb S. Browning Economics
Daniel Devol Callahan Economics with
Finance Applications
Clayton Marshall Carter Economics with
Finance Applications
Christopher Brandon Castro Economics with
Finance Applications
Mark Lawrence Cella Economics with
Finance Applications
Keith Edwards Champlin Biological Sciences
Preston Glen Christensen Biological Sciences
Stephanie Lynn Chung Economics with
Finance Applications
Collin Gabriel Clay Mathematics
Ryley Martin Clem Economics with
Finance Applications
Michael McCann Connelly Biological Sciences
Anderson Hale Cook Economics with
Finance Applications
Paul Alexander Coroneos Mathematics
Alexander G. Courræ Mathematics
Sarah Elizabeth Crippen Geophysics
Claire Bishop Cummins Biochemistry
Peter Doan Dang Biological Sciences
Michael David Danser Physics
Connor Fielding Davidson Economics with
Finance Applications
Sofya Davydova Economics with
Finance Applications
Kyle T. Degroat Economics with
Finance Applications
Talisa Renee Dever Mathematics
Kaitlin M. Dilliard Anthropology
Gregory M. Dougherty Economics with
Finance Applications
Nicholas Russell Elledge Economics
Zainab Farzal Chemistry
Zehra Farzal Biological Sciences
Brittany Ann Fawcett Biological Sciences
Justin Dean Fellows Biological Sciences
Andrew Colin Foreman Mathematics
John Brad Freeman Economics with
Finance Applications
Spencer Maxwell Gallner Biological Sciences
Brittany Marie Giaquinto Economics with
Finance Applications
Diwana Gonzalez Anthropology
Victoria Vanessa Habet Biological Sciences
Carolyn Danielle Hackward Economics with
Finance Applications
Almorcean Ceená Hall Mathematics
Clayton Brandon Hanks Economics with
Finance Applications
Kristin Adelle Harrington Biological Sciences
Matthew James Helfrich Economics with
Finance Applications
Andrew J. Hendrix Economics with
Finance Applications
Richard Kent Henry Economics with
Finance Applications
Brett Hunter Holland Economics with
Finance Applications
Daniel Brien House Economics with
Finance Applications
Jeffrey Holmes Jardine Economics with
Finance Applications
Hugh McCann Jones Economics with
Finance Applications
Bryan R. Juan Biological Sciences
Zvatagoda Anesu Karonga Economics with
Finance Applications
Gordon Steed Kellerman Economics with
Finance Applications
Ruben Tyler Kendrick Mathematics
Salim Geoffrey Khoury Economics with
Finance Applications
Knud Nielsen Koeppgen Economics with
Finance Applications
Katelyn Rae Verner  Geophysics
Anthony Miles Viele  Economics with Finance Applications
Timothy Brittingham Viele  Economics with Finance Applications
Shaw Renae Vonder Hoya  Biological Sciences
Jonathan Tyler Walvoord  Mathematics
Jesse Wang  Economics with Finance Applications

Wen-Shin Wang  Mathematics
Megan Elizabeth Welsh  Sociology
Tanya Patricia West  Mathematics
Tyler Matthew West  Economics with Finance Applications
Elizabeth Heard White  Sociology
Mike K. Yang  Biological Sciences

Degree of Bachelor of Social Sciences

Ronald Douglas Hunt
Melissa Jane Massey
Laurieann Ram-Kern

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Aida Ahmed  Journalism
Rachel Hope Allen  Honors Art History
Alexandra Marie Andrews  Art History
Hannah Laurel Antony  Art History
Caroline Melissa Arbaugh  Journalism
Leigh Taylor Armstrong  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
James Nicholas Asa III  Music
Maggie Page Ashworth  Journalism
Michael Biagino Attanasio  Cinema-Television
Jennifer Marie Beanland  Advertising
Maura Catherine Bellmio  Music
Whitney Lynn Bellows  Advertising
Marissa Susan Belske  Journalism
Sarah Gallinaro Benchaite  Journalism
Katherine Elizabeth Bost  Advertising
Sarah Lahiere Boucher  Art History
Russel Francisco Braga  Music
Sydni Jennifer Brass  Journalism
Sarah Amanda Bray  Journalism
Carolina Lucia Brioso  Journalism
Rebecca Elaine Bryant  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Matthew Daugherty Buck  Cinema-Television
Myles Halley Byrne-Dunhill  Cinema-Television
Kelly Ann Caldwell  Advertising
Christopher Dean Calloway  Music
Elizabeth Horne Cappon  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Elyss Leigh Carpenter  Journalism
Sean Michael Casa  Advertising
Allison Christine Cassidy  Advertising
Christina Marie Castaldo  Advertising
David Jordan Chlapoecka  Advertising
Olivia Cunningham Christians  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Stephanie Lynn Chung  Music
Christina Marie Clark  Journalism

Lisa Constance Collins  Advertising; Journalism
Samuel Nicholas Commella  Cinema-Television
Jacqueline Carol Danielson  Advertising
Stefanie Elizabeth Dasher  Advertising
Alexandria Nichole Davis  Art History
Elizabeth Alexandra de Vogelaere  Advertising
Christopher David Dell  Journalism
Kerri Elizabeth Dezell  Advertising
Thomas Coonan Dingwall  Cinema-Television
Christina Marie DiPinto  Journalism
Erin Bennett Donnelley  Advertising
Leon Anderson Eldridge, Jr.  Music
Elizabeth Ann Erickson  Journalism
Christine Mara Fiedler  Advertising
Marguerite Stuart Fisher  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Jacob Michael Frasier  Music
Katheryn Anne Fuller  Advertising
Lindsey Michelle Gengo  Art
Leah Kendal Gibson  Cinema-Television
Bryan Robert Griffin  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Rilee Elizabeth Grisham  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Lauren Cathryn Hadaway  Cinema-Television
Bradley Richard Hansen  Advertising
Elena Christine Harding  Journalism
Leela Hynes Harpur  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Kelly Alease Haser  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Thomas Meskell Hauser, Jr.  Cinema-Television
Lauren Patricia Heydenreich  Art History
Sydney Ann Holt  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Heather Renee Howard  Cinema-Television
Lesley Ann Isaacs  Journalism
Nicole Yvette Jacobsen  Advertising; Journalism
Meredith Jane Alloway  Theatre
Jessica Lynn Andrewartha  Theatre
Lauren Ann Birdwell  Theatre
Kyle Alexander Cameron  Theatre
Allison Christine Cassidy  Dance Performance
Kathryn Marie Castellucci  Dance Performance
Joshua David Deininger  Dance Performance
Landes Aris Dixon  Dance Performance
Alisha Marie Driggers  Art
Micah John Figueroa  Theatre
Kristin Annabel Frantz  Theatre
Nathaniel Thomas French  Theatre
Audrey Louise Gab  Theatre
Katharine Elizabeth Gentsch  Theatre
Lila Joy Ginsburg  Theatre
David Luis Gorena  Theatre

Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts

Emily Suzanne Habeck  Theatre
Christine Marie Harris  Dance Performance
Joel Carl Heinrich  Theatre
Kyle Martin Hobratschk  Art
Dexter Ross Hostetter  Theatre
Beverly Chantelle Johnson  Theatre
Yevgeniya Arkadyevna Kats  Theatre
Leta M. Kish  Art
Elizabeth Anne Mably  Dance Performance
Christopher James McCreary  Theatre
Grant Alan Reynolds  Theatre
Calvin Andre Rollins II  Dance Performance
Olivia Anne Smith  Art
Rachel Jane Trippett  Dance Performance
Kimberly Nicole Van Woesik  Dance Performance
Rachel Leeann Werline  Theatre

Degree of Bachelor of Music

Renee Joy Hagelberg  Music Education
Jee Soo Han  Voice Performance
Sunghwa Sophia Lee  Flute Performance
Emily Johanna Metcalf  Music Therapy
Ted Blake Powell, Jr.  Piano Performance
Zachary Michael Reaves  Cello Performance
Allison Jane Reeves  Voice Performance
Jason P. Solis  Music Education
Aaron Christopher Trewitt  Music Education
Mariani Urdaneta  Music Therapy
Alyssa Michelle Veteto  Voice Performance
Justin Fredrick Weisenborn  Trumpet Performance
David Yi  Piano Performance

IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Degree of Bachelor of Business Administration

Abhi Batra  Finance
Kelly Stuart Bemis  Financial Consulting
Alexis Lorraine Bennett  Marketing
Ashley Ann Bentler  Finance
Joston Revon Benton  Accounting
Andrew Whitney Biskind  Marketing
Brittany Page Bloom  Finance
Daisey Christine Blower  Marketing
Kevin Michael Bogenreif  Accounting
Alis Bonda  Finance
Natalie Laura Bornowski  Marketing
IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Tejas Chakravarthy Computer Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Luke Cullen Bagwell Computer Science
Jonathan Lee Barger Management Science
Diana Elizabeth Batten Management Science
Brittany Marie Bauer Management Science
Jeylan S. Buyukdura Management Science
Brandon John Cabello Management Science
Elle Ingrid Alice Carter Management Science
Victoria Dahl Cohen Management Science
David Aaron Fischer Computer Science
Brooke Nicole Foreman Management Science
John Hamilton Forrest Computer Science
Javier Gonzalez Lobeira Management Science
Aaron Michael Heysses Computer Science
Tyler David Howard Computer Science
Sajid Aamir Islam Management Science
Jordan Tyler Jenkins Computer Science
Kristina Elizabeth Jones Computer Science
Madeleine Christine Kamp Management Science
Ruben Tyler Kendrick Computer Science
Samantha Jo Watkins General Business
Grayson Tanner Wellsfry Accounting
Ashley Jon Werthen Marketing
Tyler Matthew West Finance
Jessica Blake Wheeler Accounting
Alison Leigh White Financial Consulting
Jaime Marie White Finance
Jeremy Clay Wilkins Accounting
Emily Marie Williams Finance
Tyler Wayne Williams Marketing
Whitney Gene Williamson Marketing
Meghan Marie Willis Marketing
Katherine Madison Wilson Real Estate Finance
Megan Alexandra Wilson Management
Lysle Ardis Witter Finance
Angelina Blythe Wooldridge Marketing
Nandi Yadav Finance
Mary Caroline Young Marketing
Bernardo Yturria Cruz Financial Consulting
Illya V. Zavizion Finance
Sean Zech Finance
Juan Pablo Zepeda Finance
Amy Nicole Zide Finance
Emily Elizabeth Zidel General Business
Irina Zlotnikova Financial Consulting

Spencer William Kilpatrick Management Science
Devin Ashley Kyles Management Science
Dustin Anthony LaManna Computer Science
Damien Renaud Leake Computer Science
Caroline Elizabeth Link Management Science
Travis Garrett Maloney Computer Science
Alisha Suzanne Manzo Management Science
Ryan Allen McCord Computer Science
Daniel Luciano Olivares Management Science
Blake Ernest Robinson Management Science
Marcelo G. Sada Zambrano Management Science
Fernando G. Sada Management Science
Tony Demetrius Sanders II Management Science
Lauren Marie Schick Management Science
Chase Michael Stuart Computer Science
Marjorie Ann Truitt Management Science
Darren Matthew Walsh Computer Science
Colin James Wood Computer Science
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Clinton Jacob Center
Amir Reza Ghadiry
Brian Thomas Tannous
Samantha Jo Watkins

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Mishal Aldelaimi
Salem Abdulaziz Alturky
Katie Jane Byers
Paul Alexander Coroneos
Michael David Danzer
Almorceen Ceena Hall
Andrew Collin Hayes
Joshua Andrew Horton
Miloud Id Elhaj
Carson Sawyer Linstead
Roderick Bruce Meikle
Lindsay Lee Neese
Caleb Ross Quary
Wen-Shin Wang
Arianna Cloe Welch

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Sarah Michelle Behrens
Trevelan Belknap
Benjamin Roger Bohning
Gregory Robert Brown
Fabian James Brunetti
Erik Frank Burgos-Soto
Collin Gabriel Clay
Jose Espinoza
Andrew Colin Foreman
Richard Clayton Foster
John Tyler Hjalmquist, Jr.
Christopher Paul Howdeshell-Bogert
Casey Corrigan Lee
Kaley Jordan Marcis
Esiquiel Marquez
Taylor Ray Massey
George Judson Mayer
Angelle Carline McBride
Rebecca Elizabeth Mendoza
Patrick Jonathon Morstead
Nathanael Wayne Nickel
Landon Dennis Owen
George Christopher Pasiadis
John Peter Poulos
Michael Leonard Rappaport
Jennie Marie Rhodes
Armando R. Rivera
Diana Michelle Robinson
Christopher Kirk Seymour
Josh Thomae Standerfer
Jessica Elizabeth Steinmann-Hermsen
Katherine Ashley Trahan
Jonathan Tyler Walvoord
Tanya Patricia West
Leland John White
Zi Yang

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Elizabeth Phillips Corey
Cho Rok Kim
Jose R. Lopez
Jillianne Rene Matus
Drake Andrew William McArthur
Mary Virginia Moore
Allison Marie Reinert
Dale Christopher Son
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Matthew Sherwood Bridgeman
    Richard Alton Cannon
    Philip Andrew Cofoid
    Michael James Gruben
    Hannah Christine Hansing
    Kaylyn Marie McCoy
    Sarah Elizabeth Shepard

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL
OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Michael Carlton Ford  Physical Education: Fitness

Degree of Bachelor of Science

John Valentine Burns  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Alison Noel Frymark  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Seth Allen Sloan  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
MAY TERM 2011 CANDIDATES PARTICIPATING IN MAY

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Degree of Master of Science in Counseling

Sean Dominic Burdette
Hilary N. Cambridge
Kristin Anne Germain Engberg
Mildred Margaret Farris
Yvette Flores
Eleanor R. Goodwin
Lesley D. Hall
Ruth Margaret Josenhans
Jena Lee Kennemer
Kelley Marie Leach
Jacqueline Helen Blackmon Miles
Laura Lee Poole
Natasha Vimal Shukla
Thomas John Stuenzi
Steven Michael Vigilante
Carol Christine Walsh

The May portion of the program contains the names of candidates for degrees and honors. Inclusion in the program does not constitute evidence of completion of degrees or honors requirements.
AUGUST 2011 CANDIDATES PARTICIPATING IN MAY

IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

Degree of Master of Divinity

Bridgett Dione Jamison
Margot Ann Perez-Greene

Degree of Master of Theological Studies

Gladys I. Nwabah

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Master of Arts

Nasser Fahad Alkhuyayli  Applied Economics
Saad Zayed Almetrek  Economics
Nasser Abdullah Bin Hazaa  Economics
Michael Hayden Brister  Economics
Amanda Virginia Holmes  Economics
Pei Chun Liu  Economics
Banafsheh Ferdousi Shahandashti  Physics

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Master of Arts

Juan Eugenio De La Rosa  Art History
Abbie Marie Fisher  Art History
Lindsey Erin Herkommer  Art History
Amy Elizabeth Ward  Art History

Degree of Master of Music

Mary Caroline Ellis Moran  Music History
Emi Kodama  Piano Performance
Silvia Paola Nunez Vasquez  Voice Performance

Artist Certificate

Imelda Zeny Tecson  Viola Performance
IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Master of Science

Erica Velazquez  Software Engineering

Degree of Master of Science in Engineering Management

Talal Naif Alshareef

Degree of Master of Science in Environmental Science

Katherine Kuhns Smith

Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Alicia Margaret Stroud

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL
OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Degree of Master of Arts in Dispute Resolution

Macias Salazar Fernando

Degree of Master of Bilingual Education

Mariela Magro-Malo

Degree of Master of Education

Monica Christine Donnachie
Sarah Saunders Itz
Melinda Elizabeth McCoy
Megan Beth Murphy
MeganAnne Parnell

Elizabeth Pace Robinson
Kimberly T. Scott
Pooja Shivraj
Whitney Dean Womac

Degree of Master of Liberal Studies

Lourdes Bravo Jara
Gabriella Bucio
Cesar Cervantes
Joshua Goellner

Margaret L. Kalka
Alison Martin  Human Rights and Social Justice
Jonathan James Norton
Terri Romine-Ortega

Degree of Master of Science in Counseling

Zaira Shukri Baker
Cassie Lynn Cockrum
M. Olga Garcia
Kelan Dale Grimes
Alana B. King
Rachel Renee McDonald

Michelle Rene Murray
Perla Elizabeth Ramirez-Groothuis
Martha G. Satz
Lisa Michele Schlachter
Britney Juliane Watson
IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Caitlin M. Adair  Psychology
Berta Lidia Aquin  Mexican American Studies; Spanish
Brian William Allen  Public Policy
Amy Caroline Andrus  Psychology
Maryn Barnes  Anthropology
Hayley Morgan Bosch  Foreign Languages: Italian
Leighton Ross Callan  Economics; Markets and Culture
Donald Max Camp III  Political Science
Ann Austin Campbell  Sociology
Aaron A. Cheatham  Chemistry
Foster Williams Conger  Sociology
Timothy James Conley  Political Science
Brian Thomas Cozzolino  Economics
Robert Maxwell Craddock  Biological Sciences
Molly Sue Cronin  Markets and Culture
Papa Dia  Markets and Culture
David A. Edwards  Anthropology
Linwood B. Fields  Political Science
Lucy García  Mexican American Studies; Spanish
Hampton Barrett Gray  Economics
N. Nyddia Hannah  Anthropology
Ryan Z. Harp  Markets and Culture
Thaddeus David Heggeness  Public Policy
Claudia Teresa Hernandez  Anthropology
Brittany Lee Holland  Psychology
Eric Bronn Jacobson  Political Science; Public Policy
Ernesto Juan Christopher Jauregui-Moody  Economics
Christina E. Kelly  Markets and Culture
Griffin Alexandra Kelso  Environmental Studies
Nicolle Anna Keogh  French
Hyun-Min Kim  Biological Sciences
Katherine Neville Land  Anthropology; English
Laura C. Landry  Psychology
Melissa Linh Luong  Biological Sciences
William Hunter Marinovich  Economics
Kelly Elizabeth McCall  Markets and Culture
Kendall Rhea Moore  International Studies
Lucy Charlotte Reid Murchison  Anthropology
Elizabeth Paige Myers  Political Science
Jessica Rachel Myers  History
Elizabeth Faye Neel  Latin American Studies; Spanish
Martha M. O'Neill  Psychology
Eric Anders Pederson  Markets and Culture
Shahab Rezaei  Psychology
Francesca Mary Pendola  English
Contessa Ann Redfern  English
Kathryn Mae Roemmich  English; Philosophy
Victoria L. Romejko  International Studies
Megan Camille Sealy  Psychology
Darshini Girish Shah  Psychology
Lauren Shepherd  Psychology
Bianca Renee Sleigh  Sociology
Stacey Leigh Sosbee  English
Albert Manuel Suarez IV  Philosophy
Christina Jeanne Suttle  Psychology
Megan Taylor  Psychology
Justin Jordan Thigpen  Psychology
Marin Tiari  Psychology
Catherine Elisabeth Van Dyke  Psychology
Laura Elizabeth Vetrano  Psychology
Jonathan Joseph Zimeri Gabriel  Economics
Courtney Christine Zimmerman  History
Alexandra Jean Zirpolo  Biological Sciences

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Brian William Allen  Economics with Finance Applications
Mohammed Salman N. AlSuhaim  Economics with Finance Applications
John Commerce Bowden  Economics with Finance Applications
Justin Michael Boxwell  Anthropology
Aaron Michael Christopherson  Economics with Finance Applications
Elizabeth Michele Collins  Geology
Sasha W. Gumprecht  Geology
Thaddeus David Heggeness  Economics with Finance Applications
Dexter Edmund Jacobs  Mathematics
Eric Bronn Jacobson  Economics
Jonathon Scott Lee  Statistical Science
Peter Henk Lunenburg  Economics with Finance Applications
John Cullum Marshall  Economics with Finance Applications
Chase Miles  Economics with Finance Applications
Tran Ngoc Hoai Nguyen  Mathematics
Grant Edward Pearson  Mathematics
Peter Andrew Wittenberg  Mathematics
Conner Alexander Zecy  Economics with Finance Applications
Alexandra Jean Zirpolo  Mathematics

Degree of Bachelor of Social Sciences

Christopher Dean Massey  Social Sciences
IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

James Robert Darnell  Art
Zachary Allen Gamble  Theatre
Gavin William Herrington  Theatre
Lydia Anne Hollifield  Art
Sean Michael O’Connor  Theatre
Dylan Nathaniel Stewart  Theatre

Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts

Taylor Alexandra Adams  Journalism
Luke William Alvey  Cinema-Television
Annalee Lillis Aston  Art History
John Stirling Barrett II  Advertising
Mark Ross Bland  Advertising
Timothy James Conley  Corporate
Communications &  Public Affairs
Susan Alexandra Falcone  Advertising
Iana Angelova Gaidarski  Advertising; Art
Bella Geyvandova  Corporate Communications
&  Public Affairs
Erin Elizabeth Goldsmith  Journalism
Maniel Savoy Harris  Advertising
Anne Elizabeth Hartley  Music
Benjamin Scott Kaufman  Advertising
Nicolle Anna Keogha  Journalism
Jennifer Katherine Lauer  Journalism
Elizabeth Sara Lowe  Journalism
Shelby Nicole Miller  Journalism
Courtney Julia O’Callaghan  Journalism
Halle Marie Organ  Journalism
Francesca Mary Pendola  Advertising
Donald Swahlen Pratt III  Music
Gerald John Reihsen IV  Cinema-Television
Robert Charles Thomson  Cinema-Television

Degree of Bachelor of Music

Uram Park  Voice
Jennifer Leigh Tressa  Music Therapy

IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Degree of Bachelor of Business Administration

Sadi Stephen Anderson  Finance
Christopher Chad Bauman  Accounting
Matthew D. Bleakley  Finance
Helen Elizabeth Brock  Finance
Rajeha Butt  Marketing
Aaron Michael Christopherson  Finance
Robert Maxwell Craddock  Finance
Nicholas Edward D’Angelo  Finance
Laura Anne Day  Accounting
Charlene Mary Dondlinger  Marketing
Cara B. George  Finance
Candice Christine Griffith  Finance
Jeffrey William Hauschild  Finance
Tobias Francis Heastlip  Finance
Keeya Lynn Jones  Finance
Evan Michael Lengsfeld Kasper  Finance
Kristen Marie Kassab  Marketing
Lauren R. Kingsman  Finance
Maxwell Fielding Lee  Finance
Cassandra D. Make  Finance
Kayembe Kally Mbenga  Finance
John Joseph McDermott  Financial Consulting
Daniel Madsen Miller  Real Estate Finance
Christopher Ryan Moczygemba  Accounting
Michael James Moran  Finance
Porchia Obanor  Accounting
Preston Kyle Osborn  Accounting
Luis Armando Rios Nieves  Finance
Andrew Ryan Schwalb  Marketing
Cameron Hayes Shepherd  Accounting
Allison Jean Vansau Thompson  Management
Daniel Edward Urrutia  Finance
Sascha Simonne Van Den Branden  Marketing
Michelle Lee Whitby  Accounting
Alexandra Grace Wilstrup  Management
Deana A. Yetter  Accounting
Saad Yousuf  Accounting
IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Ronald William Andrews  Management Science
Natalie Christine Davies  Management Science
Ryan Alexander Koval  Computer Science
William Burton Laudun  Computer Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Jonathan Lester Wright Fleming
Milan Knezevic

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Grant Edward Pearson
Peter Andrew Wittenberg

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

George Henry Brueggeman III
Dexter Edmund Jacobs
John Fernando Trujillo

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Michael J. Walker  Applied Physiology & Sports Management
Matthew Gayer, Public Policy
Warren Seay, Political Science
Jessica Maxey, Electrical Engineering
Katherine Deland, Biochemistry
Kent Fischer, Chemistry
Matthew Rispoli, Physics
Jessica Steinmann-Hermen, Mechanical Eng.
Jordan Johansen, History
April Sunshine Prior, Psychology
Gilberto Lopes, graduate Anthropology
Kylie Quave, graduate Anthropology
Katherine Deland, Biochemistry
Jasal Mahdi, Biochemistry
Ashley Brooke Wright, Chemistry
Sarah Husseini, Chemistry
Allison Reinert, Engineering
Caitlyn Emigh, Biological Sciences
Maribel Martinez, Biological Sciences
Belinda Gopito, Environmental Sciences
Bilal Fawaz, Biological Sciences
Christina Thanh Pham, Biological Sciences
Zaenab Farzal, Chemistry
Zehra Farzal, Biological Sciences
Leela Harpur, Corporate Communications
Almorceen Hall, Electrical Engineering

Truman Scholar 2011-2013
Truman Scholar 2009-2011
Goldwater Scholar 2010-2012
Goldwater Scholar 2011-2012
Goldwater Scholar 2011-2013
Goldwater Scholar Honorable Mention 2011
Goldwater Scholar Honorable Mention 2010
Fulbright ETA 2011-2012 to Cyprus
Fulbright Grant 2011 to New Zealand
Boren Fellowship 2009
NSF Dissertation Completion Fellowship 2009
Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) 2010
Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) 2010
Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) 2010
Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) 2010
Texas Space Grant STEM Award 2010
Joint Admission Medical Program (JAMP) 2011
Joint Admission Medical Program (JAMP) 2011
Joint Admission Medical Program (JAMP) 2010
Joint Admission Medical Program (JAMP) 2010
Joint Admission Medical Program (JAMP) 2010
Joint Admission Medical Program (JAMP) 2010
Joint Admission Medical Program (JAMP) 2010
Joint Admission Medical Program (JAMP) 2010
U.S. Department of State summer internship 2010, Rome
NASA USRP, Undergraduate Student Research Program 2010
Fellow to Center for the Study of the Presidency and Congress 2011-2012
Gilman Scholarship 2011 to France
Gilman Scholarship 2011 to Morocco
Gilman Scholarship 2011 to China
Gilman Scholarship 2009 to Egypt
Gilman Scholarship 2009
Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU) 2009
Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU) 2009
French Government Teaching Assistantship 2011-2012
French Government Teaching Assistantship 2011-2012
French Government Teaching Assistantship 2011-2012
French Government Teaching Assistantship 2011-2012
Princeton in Asia 2009-2011
Canada Government Doctoral Research Grant 2011

Kevin Eaton, Public Policy
Ankita Krishnan, Psychology
Larry Anthony, History
Ryan Swick, Political Science
Heather Hunt, History
Kelsey Jukam, English
Amy Hand, Physics
Daniel Salta, Mechanical Engineering
Shelley Diefenbach, French
Christine Pearson, French
Alaa Al-Barghuthi, French
Melissa Burgess, French / Music
Benjamin Manthey, History
Carla Mendiola, Graduate History
**SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY**  
**2010 - 2011 BOARD OF TRUSTEES**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guild of Marshals</th>
<th>Procession Marshal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thomas B. Fomby</td>
<td>Bradley Kent Carter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Marshal</td>
<td>Chief Marshal Emeritus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William J. Pulte</td>
<td>P. Gregory Warden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assisting Procession Marshal</td>
<td>Platform Marshal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Jones</td>
<td>Dennis M. Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retiring Faculty Marshal</td>
<td>Barbara Kincaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50th Class Reunion Marshals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Balke, Daniel Millimet, Susanne Scholz</td>
<td>Faculty Marshals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SCHOOL MARSHALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barry J. Bryan</th>
<th>Alexis McCrossen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rajat Deb</td>
<td>Eli Olinick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darryl Dickson-Carr</td>
<td>Tony Pederson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory S. Crespi</td>
<td>Hector H. Rivera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy L. Heller</td>
<td>David Sedman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey L. Kennington</td>
<td>Michel R. Vetsuypens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olga Lopez-Valero</td>
<td>Morgan K. Ward</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Southern Methodist University will not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, disability, or veteran status. SMU’s commitment to equal opportunity includes nondiscrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.*
THE PLATFORM PARTY

John B. Attanasio, Dean of Dedman School of Law
Thomas E. Barry, Vice President for Executive Affairs
Michael M. Boone, Member of the Board of Trustees
José A. Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Christine Casey, Vice President for Business and Finance

David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development
Brad E. Cheves, Vice President for Development and External Affairs
John Cornyn, United States Senator

Linda Pitts Custard, Member of the Board of Trustees
Linda S. Eads, President of the Faculty Senate and Associate Professor of Law
Alan D. Feld, Member of the Board of Trustees
John A. Hall, University Registrar and Executive Director of Enrollment Services
Pius Nkonzo Langa, Honorary Degree Recipient
William B. Lawrence, Dean of Perkins School of Theology
Henry Lischer, Jr., Professor Emeritus of Law
Paul W. Ludden, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Bobby B. Lyle, Member of the Board of Trustees

Gillian M. McCombs, Dean and Director of Central University Libraries
David B. Miller, Member of the Board of Trustees
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering
Marjorie Procter-Smith, Professor Emeritus of Preaching and Worship
Caren H. Prothro, Chair of the Board of Trustees
James E. Quick, Associate Vice President for Research and Dean of Graduate Studies
Rev. Dr. Stephen W. Rankin, Chaplain and Minister to the University
Allison Reeves, Precentor and Candidate for degree of Bachelor of Music in Voice Performance

William R. Schucany, Professor Emeritus of Statistical Science
Marion G. Sobel, Professor Emeritus of Information Technology and Operations Management
R. Haynes Strader, Jr., Student Trustee of the University
Ellen Terry, SMU Class of 1961 and Chair of the Fiftieth Reunion
Stephen Jake Torres, President of the Students’ Association
William M. Tsutsui, Dean of Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences
R. Gerald Turner, President of the University
William H. Vanderstraaten, Trustee and Alumni Relations Chair

Gretchen C. Voight, President of the Staff Association

Paul Ward, General Counsel, Vice President for Legal Affairs and Government Relations and Secretary
P. Gregory Warden, Platform Marshal
Lori S. White, Vice President for Student Affairs
Richard K. Williams, Professor Emeritus of Mathematics
Charles M. Wood, Professor Emeritus of Christian Doctrine
THE DAY’S EVENTS

Carrillon Concert
QUARTER PAST TWELVE IN THE AFTERNOON
Lorn. L. Howard, Professor Emeritus of Engineering
Fondren Science Tower

DIPLOMA PRESENTATION CEREMONIES

Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences
HALF PAST TWELVE IN THE AFTERNOON
Earth Sciences - McCord Auditorium, 306 Dallas Hall
Mathematics, Statistical Science, and Physics - Hughes Trigg Theater
Political Science, International Studies, Latin American Studies, and Public Policy - Caruth Auditorium, Owen Fine Arts Center
*SRequires guest tickets*
Sociology and Markets & Culture - Hughes Trigg Ballroom

ONE IN THE AFTERNOON
English - Martha Proctor Mack Grand Ballroom, Umphrey Lee
History and Ethnic Studies - Lawn of Dallas Hall

HALF PAST ONE IN THE AFTERNOON
Bio-Chemistry and Chemistry - Hughes Trigg Theater

TWO IN THE AFTERNOON
Philosophy - McCord Auditorium, 306 Dallas Hall

QUARTER PAST TWO IN THE AFTERNOON
Psychology - Hughes Trigg Ballroom
*SRequires guest tickets*

HALF PAST TWO IN THE AFTERNOON
Foreign Languages - Caruth Auditorium, Owen Fine Arts Center

THREE IN THE AFTERNOON
Anthropology – Martha Proctor Mack Grand Ballroom, Umphrey Lee

HALF PAST THREE IN THE AFTERNOON
Religious Studies - McCord Auditorium, 306 Dallas Hall

FOUR IN THE AFTERNOON
Biology - Hughes Trigg Ballroom
Economics - McFarlin Auditorium

A reception for all Dedman College candidates and guests will be held in the Dallas Hall Rotunda from 1:00 to 4:00 p.m.
Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education & Human Development

HALF PAST TWELVE IN THE AFTERNOON
Highland Park United Methodist Church - Wesley Hall
A reception follows immediately in the foyer of Wesley Hall

Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering

HALF PAST ONE IN THE AFTERNOON
McFarlin Auditorium
A reception will be held at 3:30 p.m. in the First Floor Mabee Foundation Foyer of Caruth Hall

Edwin L. Cox School of Business

HALF PAST ONE IN THE AFTERNOON
Undergraduate Ceremony, Moody Coliseum
A reception follows immediately in the courtyard of the Cox School of Business

HALF PAST THREE IN THE AFTERNOON
Graduate Ceremony, Moody Coliseum
A reception follows immediately in the Collins Center

Perkins School of Theology

TWO IN THE AFTERNOON
Highland Park United Methodist Church - Sanctuary
A reception follows immediately in the Great Hall of Prothro Hall

Dedman School of Law Hooding Ceremony

HALF PAST SIX IN THE EVENING
Law School Quadrangle
A reception follows immediately in the Karcher Auditorium of Storey Hall

Meadows School of the Arts

HALF PAST SIX IN THE EVENING
In front of Owen Arts Center
A reception begins at 4:00 p.m. in the Lobby of the Greer Garson Theatre
THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER

Oh, say can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight,
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?

And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.

Oh, say does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?

VARSI TY

Oh we see the Varsity,

Varsity, Varsity,

As she towers o’er the hill

Over there.

And our hearts are filled with joy,

SMU, SMU,

Alma Mater, we’ll be true

Forever!